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SIZE is in millimetres

Price is GBP, excluding pack and freight

"Type" indicates the method of application:-

W = waterslide

D = "dryfix"

V = Varnish fix

P = Plastic (self-adhesive)

L = Laser-cut

S = Self-adhesive

H = hand finished

C = cut and printed

Due to continuing change in stock we reserve the right to ship in a different application method 

to that shown whenever the advertised type is unavailable

Ref. Description Size Price Type

AK1 Miscellaneous ACCLES AND POLLOCK butted tubing.  Black, silver lettering.  CURRENTLY OUT OF STOCK 38mm oval Gone! V

DP1 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo" tubing transfer.  Gold oblong, "CM" in centre, "Plain Guage Tubes Forks & Stays" 40 x 26 £4.00 V

DP2 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo SAQ" tubing transfer.  Green/black oval "Frame tubes" version. 42 x 27 £4.00 V

DP3 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo SAQ" tubing transfer.  Green/black oblong with circle "AP" over the top 34 x 30 £4.00 V

DP4 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo SAQ" tubing transfer.  Later version.  Oblong, multicolour, "Frame Tubing" 

aaround the bottom.

40 x 33 £4.00 V

DP5 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo Chrome Molybdenum Frame Tubing" transfer.  Green/black oblong with circle 

"AP" over the top

34 x 30 £4.00 V

BZ2 A J HODGE cycles head/seat in red/black/gold 72 x 45 £4.40 P

EV1 AENDE downtube decal.  Chunky block with accent over final "e".  Black with white edge or reverse. 157 x 23 £3.20 C

EV2 AENDE seatube decal.  Chunky block in vertical format with accent over final "e".  Black with white edge or 

reverse.

157 x 31 £3.20 C

AEROSPACE/VISCOUNT

CC3 AEROSPACE (Viscount Aerospace) GRAND SPORT D/T transfer.  White/black edge Gone!

CC4 AEROSPACE (Viscount Aerospace) GRAND TOURING D/T transfer.  White/black edge 160 x 13 £3.00 D

CC1 AEROSPACE CLUB (Viscount Aerospace) D/T transfer.  White/black edge 175 x 13 £3.00 D

CC2 AEROSPACE CLUB (Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 100 x 7 £1.90 D

AEROSPACE For other VISCOUNT AEROSPACE transfers see "Specials"

CC5 AEROSPACE G.P. (Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 100 x 7 £1.90 D

CC6 AEROSPACE PRIMA (Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 100 x 7 £1.90 D

CC7 AEROSPACE PRO Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 155 x 12 £2.80 C

CC10 VISCOUNT (Aerospace) Head transfer.  Shield in shiny SILVER vinyl with red/white/blue print. 40 x 60 £4.50 C

CC11 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  White lettering with black edge in unique Viscount typeface 132 x 16 £2.75 C

CC13 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  White lettering with black edge in unique Viscount typeface.  

Bigger version of CC11

171 x 20 £3.30 C

CC12 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  Clear panel with Viscount printed either side in unique 

typeface, and "hand crafted by trusty of England" down the middle.  Black lettering on clear. i.e. the Viscount is in 

outline only, with colour of frame showing througfh the centre of the letters.  ONE ONLY per  frame.

135 x 60 £5.50 C

BY2 ALCYON head/seat transfer with flying duck black over silver. 61 x 40 £4.90 W

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !

MANUFACTURERS TRANSFERS
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BY1 ALCYON script downtube in gold 75 x 30 £2.50 P

EB1 ALLEGRO downtube decal.  Allegro typeface in plain black or plain white. 194 x 24 £3.00 L

EB2 ALLEGRO top tube decal.  Allegro typeface in plain black or plain white. 68 x 8 £2.00 L

EB10 ALLEGRO head tube decal.  Multicolour shield with scolloped top. 44 x 54 £4.50 C

EB11 ALLEGRO seat tube decal.  Triangular Swiss flag, "Allegro" above.  Multicolour. 73 x 40 £5.50 C

EB12 ALLEGRO "Made in Switzerland" decal.  Small clear patch  printed in either black, silver or gold. 22 x 8 £2.00 C

FD1 ALLIN Downtube decal.  BIG block caps in gold with red drop shadow and black keylines. 252 x 28 £6.20 C

FD2 ALLIN seat tube decal.  Vertical "ALLIN" modelled on FD1, with "Whitehorse Road" above and "Croydon" below 

in red blocks

127 x 27 £5.70 C

FD3 ALLIN little fork decals.  Simple "A" based on FD1 blocks.  Gold with red drop shadow and keylines. 14 x 14 £2.50 C

CB5 ANQUETIL head sticker.  Circle over R/W/B bands "Cycles J Anquetil France" 100 x 50 £3.50 S

CB3 ANQUETIL metalised down-tube thingy with rainbow band background.  I hate these things, but they WERE 

fitted in 60's-80's

158 x 26 £2.40 S

CB4 ANQUETIL seat panel.  R/W/B bands with picture.  Metalised (see above) 200 x 91 £4.50 S

CB2 ANQUETIL white blocks on black background oblong for D/T 128 x 22 £2.80

CB1 ANQUETIL. "J Anquetil" D/T block on elongated oval 254 x 29 £3.50

Y2 ARMSTRONG down-tube transfer.  Fancy "art nouveau" block style in gold/white/black. 193 x 22 £4.90 H

Y3 ARMSTRONG MOTH down tube transfer.  Fancy art nouveau block style in gold/white/black. 260 x 19 £7.20 H

Y1 ARMSTRONG moth lightweight head/seat.  NO LONGER AVAILABLE 44 x 38 V

CK1 BAINES transfer set.  As fitted to "Flying Gate".  Multicolour Head, seat, and downtube.  Available as full set only.  £17.50 S

DJ1 BATES.    E.G. BATES.  London E13 head transfer.  Blue and red print on white background. 48 x 41 £3.80 C

DJ2 BATES.    E.G. BATES.  Plaistow, London E13 downtube decal.  Blue and red red and gold print. 176 x 32 £4.50 C

BATES "ALL BATES TRANSFERS listed below are shown for information only.  They can only be ordered from 

"Cantiflex", 07973 785236 or email cantiflex@aol.com

BR10 BATES "B.A.R." top tube transfer.  Gold/black. 30 x 7 £1.80 W

BR22 BATES "Cantiflex tubes" rosette.  Gold/black. 25mm dia £1.80 W

BR21 BATES "Diadrant forks" rosette.  Gold/black. 25mm dia £1.80 W

BR12 BATES "Vergrandis" seat tube.  Red/black or white/black or gold/black 100 x 22 £2.80 W

BR11 BATES "Vergrandis" top tube.  Gold/black or red/black. 30 x 7 £1.80 W

BR13 BATES B.A.R. vertical seat tube transfer.  Red/black, gold/black or white/black 105 x 34 £3.20 W

BR2 BATES London head/seat.  Multicolour with bat. 52 x 61 £4.90 W

BR6 BATES OF LONDON D/T.  Block cap. With elongated triangle below. Red/black or gold/black or white/black. 130 x 25 £2.80 W

BR51 BATES of London set comprising one x BR2, two BR6 and one "cantiflex" 531 transfer £13.00 W

BR55 BATES of Westcliffe set comprising one x BR1, one BR5 and one "cantiflex" 531 transfer £12.00 W

BR5 BATES (Westcliffe) single D/T.  Red/black/gold. (NOTE:- NOT  the earlier LONDON single d/t with the little man 

on his bike!)

127 x 44 £3.80 W

BR14 BATES VENDOMES down-tube transfer..  Green and black. 142 x 30 £4.20 H

BR15 BATES "Volante" TT transfer.  Gold and black 11 x 22 £1.80 W

BR16 BATES seat tube transfer.  Olympic colour "organ pipes" with "a genuine handmade" in script and little bat over 

gold in centre.  Hmm.  Sexy.

220 x 51 £7.80 W

BR1 BATES Westcliffe head/seat. Multicolour 41 x 58 £4.90 W

EY1 BERRY - Johnny Berry, Manchester.  Downtube decal.  Plain "Berry" in serifed block caps.  Red with gold edge. 136 x 21 £3.20 C

EY2 BERRY - Johnny Berry, Manchester. Seat tube decal.  Later version.  Vertical oblong with curved edges.  Globe 

at top.  "Johnny Berry Manchester" underneath.

38 x 54 £5.40 C

BK12 BIANCHI head/seat for newer machines.  Black "eagle" on white 30 x 45 £4.20 C

BK11 BIANCHI head/seat transfer for older machines.  Multicolour "eagle" 33 x 55 £6.20 P

BK2 BIANCHI red/black/gold D/T for 1950/60's machines 158 x 28 £3.20 W

BK13 BIANCHI head.  Green/gold/blue/white eagle. 45 x 38 £4.20 P

BK14 BIANCHI head seat transfer.  Multicolour with eagle and "Edoardo Bianchi" for early machines. 75 x 42 £6.20 D

AM1 BIRD (Ken Bird).  Set comprising one head, one seat and two D/T £9.00

CW1 BLRC roundel.  Cyclist with wrapped tub on Union Jack background.  British League of Racing Cyclists around 

the edge.  Multicolour

36 dia £3.20 S

AK5 BONDERISED oval transfer in gold/red/black 35 x 18 £2.40 W

T1 BRAMPTON beautiful "guaranteed made with Brampton fittings" with Birmingham coat of arms 51 x 38 £3.50 V
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U2 BROOKS "patent applied for" transfer.  Gold on black 44 x 32 £2.40 V

U1 BROOKS "Patent saddle suspension" transfer.  Gold on black 44 x 32 £2.40 V

C8 BSA "Streamlight" downtube transfer.  Plain gold, specifically for Streamlight model. 155 x 18 £3.90 H

C1 BSA head/seat transfer. Plain gold. Piled arms 54 x 20 £3.00 W

C2 BSA piled arms and garter.  This one DOES have a black background to the gold wording at top and bottom. 60 x 35 £4.60

C3 BSA Piled arms and garter.  This one has NO black background to the semicircular gold wording. 60 x 37 £4.60

C4 BSA red/black or white/black or gold/black blocks 98 x 22 £2.80 W

C5 BSA sloping blocks with winged 'B' in black, gold, blue, red or white.  Waterslide stocks now running out, most 

are shipped as cut or printed thin  vinyl

79 x 38 £3.00 W or C

C6 BSA.  Paratroopers bicycle ordnance mark.  Gold 30 x 30 £1.80 W

C7 BSA.  Paratroopers bicycle patent/design number transfer.  Gold 50 x 9 £1.80 W

C10 BSA metal headbadge.  This is the cast version from '30's and 40's.  63mm height, vertical rivet holes at 55mm 

centres.  Very fine cast bronze detail

£18.00

BX4 CAMPAGNOLO "Gruppo Record" transfer with white signature, globe etc.  Multicolour in blue, yellow and white 29 x 25 £2.80 C

BX1 CAMPAGNOLO.  Standard Campag script.  White, gold or black. 115 x 23 £2.80 W

BX2 CAMPAGNOLO.  Standard Campag script.  White, gold or black. 73 x 15 £2.60 W

BX3 CAMPAGNOLO.  Standard Campag script.  White, gold or black. 46 x 9 £2.30 W

BX5 CAMPAGNOLO shield.  Black shield with silver and blue surround.  Winged hub/QR in blue, "Campagnolo" in 

red around the bottom of the shield.

39 x 29 £2.80 D

AY1 CARLTON slightly fancy block D/T (as per "flyer").  Gold/black, white/black or red/black. 145 x 20 £3.20 W

AY2 CARLTON "Carlton Flyer" top tube scripts.  Gold/black or silver/black 35 x 20 £1.80 W

AY3 CARLTON downtube script with 3-D effect.  Gold/black, white/black or red/black 120 x 28 £2.80 W

AY4 CARLTON  Vertical "Carlton" in double oblong for seat tube.  Black edge and wording, red, white or gold fill 

colour.

24 x 56 £2.70 W

AY5 CARLTON long fancy seat tube transfer with double central "CC" portion (Carlton Cycles).  Multicolour but 

central portion came with either red or green circle with other colour changes in lettering to match.  Please order 

red or green version.  Sorry about the price they're very expensive to produce.

202 x 40 £8.60 C

AY6 CARLTON seat tube transfer with double central "CC" portion (Carlton Cycles).  Multicolour oval with either red 

or green circle and other colour changes in lettering and fill colours to match.  Please order red or green version.

55 x 38 £5.20 C

AY7 CARLTON long fancy seat tube transfer with double central "CC" portion (Carlton Cycles).  Very similar to AY5 

but red/white/blue portion above and below central badge has more inserts.  Earlier than AY5.  Please order red 

or green version.  Sorry about the price !

217 x 38 £8.60 C

AY8 CARLTON seat transfer.  "craftsman built by Carlton Cycles Worksop England" in gold and black. 59 x 32 £3.50 C

AY9 CARLTON down tube transfer.  The later version in white/black blocks. 191 x 26 £3.20 W

AY10 CARLTON vertical seat transfer.  Later version in vertical White/black blocks 198 x 34 £3.20 W

AY11 CARLTON fork transfers.  Little "belt buckle" circles with white "Carlton" script over.  These little fellas are 

gorgeous.  PAIR

27 x 25 £4.80 C

AY12 CARLTON "man on bike" type head/seat transfer.  Multicolour. 56 x 39 £5.50 C

AY13 CARLTON downtube script.  The short, more upright verion than AY3.  Available white/black, red/black or 

gold/black.

80 x 18 £3.00 W

A55 CARLTON (and RALEIGH!) Oblong seat tube decal "made in England" with Union Jack,  and "TI Raleigh".  

Multicolour.

32 x 26 £2.60 C

AY14 CARLTON detail.  CAPELLA lug transfer.  Used by Carlton approx 1960-66. 36 x 12 £2.50 C

AY15 CARLTON detail.  C"Catalina" in gold script over olympic rings.  Used 1959 - 1966.  Sometimes one at top of 

seat tube, sometimes two on top tube.  Priced EACH

56 x 22 £4.20 C

AY24 CARLTON head/seat transfer from 70's/80's.  Overlapping oblongs with "CARLTON" centrally and "Worksop"-

"England" to left and right.  Black and white.

58 x 30 £3.40 C

AY25 CARLTON head/seat transfer.  Later version with different man on bike (!) and rainbow bands.  Multicolour 60 x 38 £5.80 C

AY26 CARLTON Fork decals.  Triangular (similar to 531) with Carlton at top and "Race Proved   Worksop England" 

underneath.  Multicolour (red, black and gold) Priced per PAIR

26 x 25 £4.60 C

AY27 CARLTON vertical fork decals.  Smaller version of AY10.  NB if ordered with AY9 or AY10 then ALL decals will 

be sent as vinyl print cut.  Price PER PAIR

100 x 16 £5.50 C

BB1 CARPENTER block downtube.  Gold/black, white/black or red/black. 192 x 23 £3.20 V/W

BB 2 CARPENTER set comprising 1 seat and 2 x BB1 £14.50

BL1 CENTAUR head/seat crest.  Gold with alternative centre inserts supplied 6 x 26 £3.50 W

D2 CHATER LEA  ''Chater Lea'' motif. White or gold 101 x 30 £2.60 w

D3 CHATER LEA "Built with Chater Lea components".  Gold on clear backgr'nd 39 x 19 £1.90 w
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D1 CHATER LEA gold ''Chater Lea'' motif, large size. 174 x 51 £3.60 w

D5 CHATER LEA head/seat transfer.  Very dinky little diamond  with "frame built by Chater-Lea Mfrs. Co. Ltd. 

Letchworth Herts"  The "Chater Lea" bit is on a curve.  Printed plain gold.

41 x 32 £4.50 H

D4 CHATER LEA head/seat transfer.  Early type with scroll.  CURRENTLY UNAVALABLE 37 x 34 W

A90 CHOPPER "sticker" sets, comprising 2 x "Chopper", 1 "Raleigh" for seat tube, full chainguard sticker, and "arrow 

wedge".  Mk II style in Yellow or bright orange. SET.

£17.50 S

A92 CHOPPER as A90, but for "Sprint" model.  SET £19.80 S

A94 CHOPPER as A93, but for Mk II, without chequerboard pattern. 70 x 48 £3.30 S

A95 CHOPPER console sticker for central Sturmey gear shift.  Cut to shape.  Silver/black/red 200 x 50 £7.80 S

A93 CHOPPER seat sticker.  For Mk1 version.  Yellow background with chequerboard. 70 x 48 £3.30 S

A91 CHOPPER, as A90, but for 5-speed version. Dayglo/yellow.  SET £19.80 S

BJ4 CINELLI "Speciale Corsa" small seat tube transfer.  Gold and black. 30 x 24 £2.75 W

BJ1 CINELLI Multicolour head/seat transfer. Old style with knights head. 55 x 43 £5.60 W

BJ2 CINELLI red/white/blue/gold D/T  OR red/white/black/gold D/T for 1950/60's machines..  STATE which !  Black 

version tended to be export eg USA

124 x 22 £3.60 W

BJ3 CINELLI.  Modern "winged-c" type.  White, red, blue or black 94 x 22 £2.75 L

BJ10 CINELLI "Winged "C"" tpe downtube.  Red/green/yellow fill to "C", remaining letters black.  Other colours to order 

at 50%uplift

88 x 23 £2.80 C

BJ11 CINELLI "Winged "C"" tpe head/seattube.  Red/green/yellow fill to "C".  Other colours to order at 50%uplift 40 x 27 £2.20 C

K1 CLAUD BUTLER white/black, red/black, gold/black, blue/black, or yellow/black horizontal blocks 216 x 22 £3.20 w

K2 CLAUD BUTLER white/black or gold/black or red/black vertical blocks 230 x 23 £3.20 w

K3 CLAUD BUTLER  Olympic ring type head/seat transfer. 38 x 55 £5.40 w

K4 CLAUD BUTLER gold roman block with black edge 266 x 25 £2.60 w

K5 CLAUD BUTLER gold/black, white/black or red/black ''script''  NOTE red version currently only available as 

original varnish fix.

101 x 32 £3.00 W/V

K6 CLAUD BUTLER ''Sapphire'' gold/black script 63 x 13 £1.60 w

K7 CLAUD BUTLER plain red horizontal blocks 160 x 20 £2.20 V

K8 CLAUD BUTLER Tiny little script !!  For fork/seat stay tops.  Red/black or gold/black 35 x 13 £1.80 W

K9 CLAUD BUTLER ''Clapham'' seat transfer  The real McCoy !!  Multicolour 70 x 50 £5.80 W

K10 CLAUD BUTLER  long script. Red/black, gold/black, white/black, blue/black.  N.B. NEW COLOURS.  NOTE 

gold/black currently printed only clear vinyl, not waterslide.

220 x 28 £3.50 WC

K11 CLAUD BUTLER  short stubby script. white/black or gold/black 50 x 22 £2.00 W

K12 CLAUD BUTLER.  D/T transfer in plain block.  Red, blue or black. 192 x 19 £2.60 C

K13 CLAUD BUTLER Seat tube transfer as K 2, but in black with gold edge. £2.40 V

K14 CLAUD BUTLER "Majestic" top tube script for Majestic model.  Gold, black, red, blue or white.  PER PAIR.  N.B. 

NEW COLOURS

40 x 16 £4.50 W

K19 CLAUD BUTLER  top tube names for "Cordon Bleu" and "Coureur" models.  These late fifties/early sixties 

models had a top tube decal that had small olympic rings and the name in a little white pennant.

57 x 12 £3.50 C

K15 CLAUD BUTLER Top tube names.  Popular 1950's models - "Avant Coureur", "Avant Coureur Special", "World's 

Championship Sprint", "Olympic Sprint", "Jubilee".  All are in gold on a black background with a gold surround.  

Don't forget to specify which one !

£2.40 W

K20 CLAUD BUTLER "Electron" top tube script for Electron model (c.1966 - 1971).  Printed in black outline (clear 

letter-centres), or in gold with black outline onto clear.  CHOOSE WHICH!

63 x 15 £2.20 C

K16 CLAUD BUTLER downtube.  Block letters with all the uprights curved.  Used late 50's and early 60's.  Gold with 

black edge.

190 x 19 £3.30 W

K17 CLAUD BUTLER "Dalesman" top tube script for Dalesman model.  Gold, red, blue, white or black (limited black 

stock - phone).  PER PAIR.

40 x 16 £4.50 W

K18 CLAUD BUTLER - "Ultra-shortbase" tandem decal.  Huge thingie  for the "drainpipe" with patent design number.  

Red/black/gold or white/black/gold STATE.

380 x 39 £13.00 C

AN1 CLIVE STUART double down tube 254 x 63 £5.00 V

BF1 COLUMBIA (Worksop). Set - 2 D/T, 1 seat, 1 head + 2 "embellishments" state white or black £14.50 V

V1 CO-OP shield with winged wheel 63 x 32 £3.60 V

E2 COVENTRY EAGLE gold block D/T 127 x 23 £2.80 w

E1 COVENTRY EAGLE gold script with black edge.  Less fancy than E4 105 x 25 £3.20 w

E4 COVENTRY EAGLE gold solid script with fine gold outler line. 75 x 18 £3.00 C

E3 COVENTRY EAGLE head/seat transfer.  White/Gold/Black eagle motif CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE 34 x 56 P

FM1 COUGAR head decal.  Spitting cats head.  Cut in white, black or red, or printed in gold or in silver.  Don’t forget 

to say which colour!

40mm dia £2.00 C
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FM2 COUGAR downtube decal.  Unique type face cut in white, black or red, or printed in gold or in silver.  Sold as a 

PAIR as the decals are "handed" to each side.  Don’t forget to say which colour!  Other sizes by discussion

216 x 25 £5.00 C

FM3 COUGAR seat tube decal.  Unique type face cut in white, black or red, or printed in gold or in silver.  Sold "each" 

as the decals are NOT "handed" to each side!  Don’t forget to say which colour!  Other sizes by discussion

220 x 30 £3.00 C

CG1 CYKELAID chainguard transfer.  Plain gold.  Fitted to these early cyclemotors.  Please ask about tank transfers £3.50 H

AQ1 D RUSSELL set comprising one pair seat, one pair D/T.  These are old ones in a sort of "chinese" lettering form £11.00 V

AQ2 D RUSSELL head (and seat?) transfer.  Black swan on white background with "Russell, Slough" underneath 36 x 50 £4.20 C

AQ3 D RUSSELL down tube decal, simple "DJR" in black with white edge. £3.50 C

AQ4 D RUSSELL seat tube decal, simple "DJR" in black with white edge. 36 x 50 £4.00 C

DAWES - what a minefield!  By popular demand I have now added a bigger range of Dawes stuff.  Please note 

that I can offer NO advice on suitability for any particular age of cycle.

CX1 DAWES 1950's seat crest with flaming torch and "Birmingham".  Multicolour 62 x 35 £7.00 V

CX2 DAWES head/seat decal.  Small oval printed in black and silver. 40 x 18 £3.00 C

CX3 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX3/4/5

148 x 18 £2.60 C

CX4 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX3/4/5

197 x 23 £3.00 C

CX5 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX3/4/5

300 x 25 £3.60 C

CX6 DAWES seat tube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX6/7

120 x 33 £2.40 C

CX7 DAWES seat tube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX6/7

180 x 38 £3.60 C

CX8 DAWES seat tube decal.  Barrel-shaped logo is with swags and "Hand built in England".  Printed black or gold 

onto clear STATE which !

75 x 44 £3.20 C

CX9 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive type face.  All look like capital letters but "a" and "e" are like lower-case.  

Printed black or gold onto clear.  STATE which!

119 x 22 £2.60 C

CX10 DAWES seat tube decal.  Distinctive type face as per CX9.  All look like capital letters but "a" and "e" are like 

lower-case.  Printed vertically in black or gold onto clear.  STATE which!

146 x 30 £2.60 C

CX11 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive type face in block caps with heavy serif.  Cut in white or printed black or 

gold onto clear.  STATE which!

170 x 24 £2.60 C

CX12 DAWES downtube decal.  Type face as CX11 but with printed edge to give two colours - white/black, gold/black 

or red/black.  STATE which!

170 x 24 £3.20 C

CX13 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive typeface, similar to Times New Romantype block caps with heavy serif.  

Cut in white or printed black or gold onto clear.  STATE which!

164 x 25 £2.60 C

CX14 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT as an outline ONLY in white or black, or pinted 

in silver, black or gold.  STATE which !  Note that centre of each letter is clear.

173 x 23 £2.80 C

CX15 DAWES downtube decal.  Cursive script printed in silver, black or gold.  STATE which !  78 x 25 £2.60 C
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FL1 DONOHUE (Paul Donohue) down tube decal.  White sloping blocks with black edge, red/white/blue "slash" 

through the middle, "Paul" in red superimposed over letters.

214 x 26 £4.00 C

FL2 DONOHUE (Paul Donohue) headtube decal.  Shield shape with Blue "D" and red superimposed "P". 64 x 45 £5.20 C

DJ2 E.G. BATES downtube decal.  Large red and black "E.G." over gold/blue swag with Plaistow address 175 x 32 £3.80 C

FZ1 ELLIS BRIGGS  head/seat tube decal.  This is the really whacky one from the 1950's, impossible to describe, 

hence the little picture.  Mostly white/gold/black, but with little internal blue shading areas.  Note that I have seen 

THREE slightly different versions of this decal.  This one has the lightl blue detailing.

55 x 38 £5.50 C

FZ2 ELLIS BRIGGS  downtube decal.  This is the really whacky one from the 1950's, impossible to describe, hence 

the little picture.  Mostly white/gold/black, but with little internal blue shading areas.  Note that I have seen 

THREE slightly different versions of this decal.  This one has the lightl blue detailing.

170 x 28 £6.50 C

BE1 ELSWICK script down tube.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 88 x 30 £2.80 W

BE10 ELSWICK "Lincoln Imp" down-tube decal.  White with black edge, and little "imp" chappie in the middle.  NB 

bitmap printed = not quite as fine as usual!

120 x 30 £3.80 C

BE11 ELSWICK "Lincoln Imp" fork-top decal.  Little "imp" chappie in white and black.  NB bitmap printed = not quite as 

fine as usual!  Price per PAIR.

18 x 30 £5.20 C

AG1 EPHGRAVE down tube transfer.  White/black, gold/black or red/black in Olde English style 165 x 25 £3.00 W

AG3 EPHGRAVE script type down-tube transfer.  Plain colour to choice of Red, White, gold or black. 115 x 23 £3.80 H

AG2 EPHGRAVE set comprising one head, one seat and two x AG1, above.  This set now includes FREE an "Aveley 

works. Aveley Road" overprint for early frames.  (pre 1963)

£14.50 W

DD1 ERNIE CLEMENTS downtube transfer.  Unique type face in white with black edge. 180 x 24 £3.00 C

DD2 ERNIE CLEMENTS head/seat transfer.  Diamond shape, yellow centre, Wellington address, black signature 

across.

65 x 65 £4.80 C

AZ1 EVANS "The Evans" D/T in fancy blocks.  White/black, Gold/black or Red/black. 65 x 30 £2.40 W

AZ3 EVANS larger head/seat transfer.  Central "E", swags above and below, Kennington Rd address.  Multicolour. 90 x 26 £7.00 W

AZ2 EVANS small "The Evans" head/seat.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 20 x 25 £2.60 W

AZ4 EVANS.  Evans "Oval" transfer for d/t.  Specific to oval-tubed 1930's model. 75 x 24 £3.00 V

AZ5 EVANS downtube transfer.  Later type "F. W. EVANS" in gold curly block with red extrusion. 165 x 25 £3.20 C

CP1 F A LIPSCOMBE down tube transfer.  Script with black edge, choose red or gold fill colour. 90 x 22 £3.50 W

CP2 F A LIPSCOMBE head/seat transfer.  Multicolour shield with Walthamstow address. 46 x 36 £5.50 C

CH1 F H SCOTT down tube transfer.  Script in white, black or gold 190 x 34 £3.80 W

CH2 F H SCOTT head/seat transfer.  Dragon and address.  Multicolour. 65 x 50 £6.80 H

BU2 F. C. PARKES downtube in script.  Gold/black or white/black.  Used 1945 - 1959 177 x 37 £3.20 C

BU1 F. C. PARKES head/seat.  Worksop address.  Blue/white/red. 56 x 36 £4.80 P

BU3 PARKES "Lightweight" head/seat.  Styled as Sun Lightweight transfer (J5) with big "P" and Aston Brook Street, 

Birmingham, address.  Multicolour.

60 x 44 £5.80 C
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BW5 FALCON "San Remo" model chainstay decal.  "Designed by Ernie Cloments San Remo" in script, gold with black 107 x 28 £3.60 C

BW2 FALCON downtube in "brush-stroke" script.  Black, white or gold. 110 x 19 £2.80 W

BW1 FALCON seat tube.  Metal sticky with flaming torch, "Falcon", Ernie Clements signature and red/black/blue bands 125 x 91 £7.50 C

BW3 FALCON downtube.  White panel with double "signature" script in red/black edge.  Black/red bands at panel 

ends.  Only one needed for downtube or top-tube

191 x 96 £6.50 C

BW4 FALCON seat tube.  Vertical block capitals in white with black edge or black with white edge.  CHOOSE! 196 x 25 £3.20 C

BW6 FALCON double downtube decal with union jack joining the two logos.  White "falcon" with black edge OR black 

"falcon" with white edge.  RWB union jack behind.  NOTE these are worked up from photos and NOT 100% 

accurate.  Only One required per frame.  CHOOSE your colour choice!

175 x 58 £8.00 C

BW7 FALCON head tube.  AS ILLUSTRATED.  Oval metal sticky with flaming torch, "Falcon" and Ernie Clements 

signature.  This is an extract from BW1 and is not an original redrawn.  The "normal" Falcon headbadge with bird 

£4.50 C

FH1 DON FARRELL (middlesex) Head/seat decal.  Flaming torch in centre.  Multicolour 45 x 50 £6.50 C

FH2 DON FARRELL (middlesex) downtube decal.  White block cap with blue outline and drop-shadow. 228 x 26 £3.50 C

AK21 FIAMME red rim transfers.  Oval with knights head and "Cerchio Fiamme".  Multi colour.  PER PAIR  38 x 28 oval £4.80 S

BS1 FIORELLI  down-tube.  White /blue lettering in ovalised frame 130 x 28 £3.20 C

BS2 FIORELLI head/seat transfer.  Multicolour with chainwheel, leaves, shield and "Fiorelli Novi Lre". 44 x 57 £6.20 W

N1 FREDDIE GRUBB D/T in block. White/black or gold/black or red/black 165 x 19 £3.00 W

N2 FREDDIE GRUBB D/T in script. White/black or gold/black or red/black 142 x 22 £3.20 W

N4 F H GRUBB D/T in script. gold/black only.  Suitable for solo bicycle 88 x 25 £3.00 C

N5 F H GRUBB D/T in script. gold/black only.  Suitable for tandem bicycle 124 x 35 £3.80 C

N6 F H GRUBB D/T in script. gold/black only.  Long tail under the wording with "limited" in the tail 104 x 32 £3.60 C

N7 F H GRUBB head/seat.  Circular decal in plain gold onto clear, "Haydens Rd, SW 19" 43 dia £4.20 C

N8 F H GRUBB head/seat.  Cicular decal in mid-blue with gold/black print and detail.  "F H G Limited, Wimbledon" 54 dia £5.50 C

N3 FREDDIE GRUBB head/seat.  Multicolour "crossed flags" (Replaced the now unobtainable "man on bike", in 

1963)

65 x 45 £5.20 W

DB1 FRED DEAN.  Oval head/seat transfer with York Road address.  Red/black/gold 55 x 38 £4.80 W

BT3 FREJUS downtube in red/black/gold 100 x 21 £3.20 W

BT2 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and world champ. dates.  CURRENTLY OUT OF STOCK - 

replaced with BT7-8-9

49 x 40 P

BT1 FREJUS head/seat.  Multicolour shield on green background 57 x 42 £5.20 P

BT4 FREJUS head/seat transfer.  Red/black/gold shield with Frejus chainwheel and "Frejus Torino" across centre. 53 x 38 £4.80 W

BT5 FREJUS fork "kites".  White centre, red "Frejus" and gold outer edge. PAIR 112 x 38 £4.60 W

BT6 FREJUS world-champ bands for seat tube.  Circle with "F" at centre.  Sold as a PAIR 92 x 20 £4.50 C
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BT7 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top, "Camp Olimpionico" at 

bottom

52 x 41 £6.50 C

BT8 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top and dates of 1930-32-48-

51-53-54-55 at bottom

52 x 41 £6.50 C

BT9 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top and dates of 1930-32-48-

51-53 at bottom

52 x 41 £6.50 C

CF1 GA downtube transfer.  Double chevrons and "G.A." in gold. 180 x 26 £4.50 H

AF3 GAMAGES down tube.  Blue blocks/black edge 228 x 25 £2.50 V

AF4 GAMAGES gold head £3.00 V

AF1 GAMAGES head/seat transfer.  With acorn 45 x 38 £3.00 V

AF2 GAMAGES small shield.  Multicolour 25 x 25 £2.20 V

FW1 GEOFF Butler (Geoffrey Butler, Croydon)  Downtube decal.  Very distinctive typeface.  Red/black or white/black.  

CHOOSE!

192 x 24 £3.20 C

FW2 GEOFF Butler (Geoffrey Butler, Croydon)  Seat tube decal.  Very distinctive typeface in vertical format.  

Red/black or white/black.  CHOOSE! 250 x 22 £3.40

C

FW3 GEOFF Butler (Geoffrey Butler, Croydon)  Head tube/fork decal.  Very distinctive typeface in vertical format just 

saying "Butler".  Red/black or white/black.  CHOOSE! 103 x 15 £2.40

C

AW1 GILLOTT "A S GILLOTT" D/T script.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 125 x 20 £3.20 W

AW3 GILLOTT D/T in block.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 220 x 18 £3.20 W

AW4 GILLOTT head/seat.  "Southampton Way London SE5" address.  Gold OR silver background (STATE!) with red 

and black writing and detail

46mm dia £5.50 W

AW5 GILLOTT set.  Comprises two AW4OR AW6 OR AW7 and two AW1 OR two AW3 (STATE WHICH !!) £14.50 W

AW2 GILLOTT wee scripts for fork tops.  Gold/black, red/black or white/black.  Used from 1949-on 30 x 20 £1.60 W

AW6 GILLOTT Head/seat transfer with "179 Southampton Way Camberwell" address.  Circular in gold/red/black.  

Used 1949-on

46mm dia £4.80 W

AW7 GILLOTT Head/seat transfer with "Southampton Way London SE5" address.  Circular in Silver/red only (no 

black).  Used mostly by Edwardes and their resprays.

46mm dia £4.80 W

AW9 GILLOTT "L'Atlantique" downtube script.  Gold with black edge.  Only available as printed onto clear vinyl due 

low volume.

137 x 19 £3.50 C

AK7 GNUTTI seat-tube transfer for Gnutti-equipped m/c.  White/blue/red 35 x 25 £2.40 P

X1 GPO "Made by Components Ltd." gold/black seat transfer with crown and ordnance mark 101 x 38 £3.50 V

BH1 GRANBY. Red/Gold/Black "3-D" down-tube 158 x 35 £2.90 W

BH2 GRANBY head/seat transfer.  Multicolour shield with wheel and Erith address.  Used from 1945 until they closed. 85 x 50 £5.50 C

AE1 GUNDLE head/seat transfer.  St Pauls and bicycle £3.50 V

CN1 H R MORRIS downtube transfer.  Gold script. 142 x 24 £3.50 W

CN2 H R MORRIS Head/seat transfer.  Gold shield and lettering with black edge. 58 x 40 £4.50 W

CM3 HARRY QUINN head transfer.  This is a very ornate transfer and it's been reproduced with all the elements of 

knights head, shield, ivy leaves etc. etc. but it has been simplified to make the artwork viable.  Think £30 a piece 

if it were 100% accurate !!.  This one is the "Liverpool" address.

55 x 65 £7.00 H

FX1 REG HARRIS Downtube decal.  Distinctive block type face with large "R" and "H".  Gold with black edge 118 x 23 £3.50 C

FX2 REG HARRIS Downtube decal.  Distinctive block type face with rounded ends.  All letters same size.  White with 

black edge or black with white edge.  STATE.

190 x 21 £3.50 C

FX3 REG HARRIS Toptube decal for "Record" model.  Very distinctive typeface with large "R" and a sort of "sausage" 

surrounding the right hand side.  Black with gold edge.  PAIR

60 x 13 £4.50 C

FX4 REG HARRIS head/seat tube decal.  Oval shape with crown at top and world champ colours/union jack inside. 69 x 40 £6.50 C

CM4 HARRY QUINN, as above, but with "Great Britain" as the address. 55 x 65 £7.00 H

CM1 HARRY QUINN.  Down tube transfer in white with black edge or black with gold edge. 255 x 23 £3.50 W
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CM2 HARRY QUINN.  Seat tube transfer in white with black edge or black with gold edge. 257 x 28 £3.50 W

S3 HERCULES "Guaranteed Hercules frame built with BSA axles and cups" - gold 25 x 25 £2.00 V

S1 HERCULES circular seat/head transfer 44mm dia £3.80 V

S4 HERCULES seat/mudguard transfer.  Later 50/60's type.  Shield, large "H", "Birmingam England".  Multicolour. 32 x 52 £4.50 H

S5 HERCULES vertical seat tube.  3-D blocks in white/red/black. 155 x 20 £4.50 H

AS7 HETCHINS as AS5 but with laurel leaf surround. 86 x 72 £7.00 W

AS6 HETCHINS as AS5, but olympic colour bands running behind. 73 x 70 £7.00 W

AS4 HETCHINS fork transfer.  Fancy "H" and embellishments.  Red/gold/black.  Will not fit forks with long lugs.  PAIR 100 x 32 £5.00 W

AS3 HETCHINS gold/red/black OR gold/green/black (STATE) "fairground" type down-tube transfer.  NOTE NEW 

COLOUR CHOICE !

220 x 25 £3.50 W

AS5 HETCHINS head/seat transfer multicolour with lions and London coat of arms.  Tottenham address in circle 

around little bicycle.

73 x 47 £6.00 W

AS1 HETCHINS plain gold "Tottenham" D/T transfer 128 x 35 £2.80 W

AS2 HETCHINS set comprising one very long, fancy, original varnish fix seat tube transfer with either two 

red/gold/black D/T transfer or two x AS1

set £18.00

AS10 HETCHINS metal headbadge.  Cast metal vesrion of AS5.  Supplied in unpainted brass finiah ready for painting 

or lacquering.  Complete with two copper rivets.  NB as these are cast from an original there is approx 4% 

difference in size due to casting shrinkage.

64 x 50 £18.50

AS8 HETCHINS downtube script in gold with black edge and red drop shadow.  Red/black "London N15" in "tail" of 

the design.  Used Late fifties and early sixties.

130 x 38 £3.80 W

AS9 HETCHINS "coronation" downtube decal.  Very fancy long panel with embellished "H"'s at either end and red 

Hetchins in centre.  Multicolour.

370 x 34 £9.25 C

AS11 HETCHINS "coronation" Seattube decal.  Very fancy panel with Hetchins badge and olympic bands in centre, "H" 

embelishments at top and bottom.  Multicolour.

347 x 70 £16.00 C

AS12 HETCHINS Seattube decal.  This is the "bare" lions and swags decal.  Hetchins in red script over the top, 798 & 

780 Sevensisters Road address. Multicolour print onto clear substrate.  This is shown as "Scroll crest, height 

68mm" on the hetchins.org website

68 x 34 £7.00 C

AS13 HETCHINS Seattube decal.  This is the lions and swags decal printed onto a small outer "tent" shape.  Hetchins 

in red script over the top, 798 & 780 Sevensisters Road address. Multicolour.  This is shown as "Scroll crest with 

white background fitted to head or seat tube" on the hetchins.org website.

84 x 101 £9.50 C

AS14 HETCHINS Seattube decal.  This is the lions and swags decal printed onto a very large outer "tent" shape.  

Hetchins in red script over the top, 798 & 780 Sevensisters Road address. Multicolour.  This is NOT shown or 

even referred to on the hetchins.org website.  I copied it from a very early original varnish fix transfer.  Sorry 

about the price, these are BIG!

229 x 92 £16.40 C

BA1 HIGGINS ULTRALITE D/T in script.  Gold/black or red/black. 180 x 28 £3.20 W

CE3 HILL SPECIAL Down-tube transfer.  White script, black edge and 3-D red effect 135 x 25 £4.50 H

CE1 HILL SPECIAL downtube transfer.  White/black blocks. 175 x 23 £3.50 V

CE2 HILL SPECIAL seat/head transfer.  Red/White/Gold/Black/Green.  Blackpool address 75 x 45 £4.50 V

CE4 HILL SPECIAL head/seat transfer.  "Hill Bros" in script across centre, Padiham at bottom.  Multicolour. 58 x 38 £6.50 C

AV1 HOBBS OF BARBICAN D/T in script.  White/black, gold/black or red/black.  Used 1945-on 200 x 28 £3.20 W

AV10 HOBBS OF BARBICAN downtube in script.  Cream version with Green edge.  This colour combination was 

popular on post-war  frames.

201 x 29 £3.20 W

AV2 HOBBS OF BARBICAN Head/seat transfer.  "Special Model".  Multicolour 68 x 48 £5.20 W

AV4 HOBBS Head/set transfer.  The oval one with "Sterling works" Dagenham address.  Red, green, black and gold.  

Estimated 1945-50

64 x 44 £4.80 W

AV5 HOBBS Head/set transfer.  The oval one with "Rainham Road South, Dagenham" address.  Red, green, black 

and gold.  Estimated 1950-on.

64 x 44 £4.80 W

AV6 HOBBS head/seat transfer for pre-war machines.  34 Barbican address.  Oval shape with gold red black detail. 63 x 43 £5.50 W

AV7 HOBBS down-tube transfer for pre-war machines.  "Hobbs" (NO "Barbican") in red with gold edge and 

gold/green/black arrow shap behind.  Marque Enthisiast approved!

203 x 26 £3.50 W
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AV8 HOBBS BLUE RIBAND head/seat transfer.  "Blue Riband" in swags, "A Hobbs" in script below.  Other 

embelishments. Multicolour. (NOTE I've found three  different versions of this transfer, but can only offer this 

one!)

£6.50 C

AV3 HOBBS (OF BARBICAN) "Blue Riband" down tube transfer.  Gold/blue/black script.  (Blue Riband was intoduced 

in 1950)

250 x 25 £4.50 H

AR3 HOLDSWORTH "prancing horse"-type head/seat.  "WORTHY" across top. 65 x 44 £4.80 W

AR6 HOLDSWORTH block decal  for Holdsworth "Pro".  This white decal with a red edge was used on top AND down-

tubes, usually mounted on a dark blue panel

258 x 25 £4.00 C

AR12 HOLDSWORTH fork transfer.  Small shield used on top of (Cinelli) forks on "Pro" model.  Red/white/green shield 

with "Italia" at the top PAIR

49 x 26 £6.00 C

AR14 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  top tube decal.  This is the script one, not the block version.  Printed in 

black OR silver (CHOOSE!) onto clear.  Priced per PAIR.  (NOTE these are worked up from photos and are not 

100% accurate!)

80 x 17 £4.50 C

AR15 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  top tube decal.  This is the black block capital one with red and blue lines 

above and below.  Printed onto clear.  Priced per PAIR. 

66 x 14 £5.50 C

AR16 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  top tube world champion bands.  These are made specially for these 

frames and sized from an original machine. 

9 x 95 £3.00 C

AR17 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  seat tube world champion bands.  These are made specially for these 

frames and sized from an original machine.  They have white at top and bottom, as well as the five colours.

19 x 95 £3.00 C

AR11 HOLDSWORTH CYCLONE top tube transfer.  Script, black edge, White/black, gold/black or red/black 29 x 13 £1.80 W

AR13 HOLDSWORTH top tube names from 1950's.  Curved gold script inside small cream "swag".  Model name 

Hurricane, Cyclone, Cyclone Deluxe, Monsoon, Tornado, Whirlwind, Typhoon, Zephyr, Super Mistral, or Mistral.  

Don’t forget to CHOOSE!  PRICED PER PAIR.

38 x 9 £5.50 C

AR18 HOLDSWORTH RECORD top tube transfer.  Unique black blocks printed onto clear substrate.  "Record" was a 

popular 1970's model

59 x 10 £2.80 C

AR2 HOLDSWORTH downtube.  Fancy "W.F. Holdsworth" blocks with W over F at the beginning.  White/black, 

gold/black or red/black

203 x 22 £3.20 W

AR12 HOLDSWORTH fork transfer.  Small shield used on top of (Cinelli) forks on "Pro" model.  Red/white/green shield 

with "Italia" at the top PAIR

49 x 26 £6.00 C

AR1 HOLDSWORTH plain block downtube transfer saying "W. F. HOLDSWORTH" IN white or black 283 x 16 £2.60 W

AR5 HOLDSWORTH seat transfer.  Style similar to K1.  Black with white outline.  PAIR £5.00 V

AR4 HOLDSWORTH.  Script W. F. Holdsworth D/T.  White/black, gold/black or red/black 148 x 27 £3.30 W

AR7 HOLDSWORTH downtube transfer with heavy block serif similar to Claud Butler "K1".  Used '70's and 80's.  

White/black, red/black or gold/black.

200 x 24 £3.20 W

AR8 HOLDSWORTH seattube transfer with heavy block serif similar to Claud Butler "K2".  Used '70's and 80's.  

White/black, red/black or gold/black

264 x 28 £3.20 W

AR10 HOLDSWORTH head/seat transfer.  DISTINCTLY different to AR3.  Crown over top, no "worthy", blue colour 

included (not in AR3).

64 x 44 £5.40 W

AR9 HOLDSWORTH downtube transfer.  VERY similar to AR2 but no "WF" at the beginning.  All uprights curved and 

changed detail e.g. no "figure 8" in side "O"'s.  Printed plain black, plain gold, gold/black or black/gold onto clear.  

State which colour!

172 x 20 £3.20 C

BZ3 HOLLY cycles (A J HODGE), Seven Sisters Rd.  Head/seat in red 65 x 32 £3.30 P

F1 HUMBER gold script 101 x 32 £2.80 w

F2 HUMBER head/seat transfer in plain gold with "Nymphs" and "Beeston, Notts. Coventry" 44 x 27 £3.80 C

F3 HUMBER head/seat transfer in plain gold with "Nymphs" and "Beeston, Wolverhampton, Coventry" 45 x 27 £3.80 W

F4 HUMBER head/seat transfer in plain gold with "Nymphs" and "Humber Limited, Coventry, England"  (Note, 

LIMITED, not Co. Ltd.)

46 x 27 £3.80 C

F10 HUMBER Chaincase "sausage" with circle in  middle containing "wheel of life".  HUM-BER split either side of the 

circle.

94 x 25 £4.60 W

F11 HUMBER Chaincase. Royal warrant for top, Humber Ltd for bottom.  Gold.  Printed in two pieces. 87 x 48 £4.50 W
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FT1 JRJ  (OLYMPIC CYCLES, LEEDS) downtube decal.  Two overlapping sets of olympic rings with "JRJ" in the 

middle.  Multicolour.  Note that I have seen FOUR different d/t decals for this maker.  This is the only one we 

offer.

140 x 23 £6.00 C

FT2 JRJ  (OLYMPIC CYCLES, LEEDS) head/seat decal.  Laurel leaves, Leeds shield, JRJ and interlocking olympic 

rings.  NOTE these are worked up from detailed photos so not QUITE as accurate as those worked up from a flat 

original.

40 x 62 £5.50 C

AH2 JAMES circular seat transfer.  Red/silver 50mm dia £6.00 C

AH6 JAMES downtube.  "the James".  Red blocks in fancy gold/black frame 100 x 40 £5.20

AH5 JAMES downtube.  Grey/black/white blocks. 92 x 30 £4.50

AH4 JAMES garter/shield head/seat transfer.  Multicolour 63 x 42 £5.20

AH1 JAMES shield type head transfer.  Multicolour 63 x 44 £5.20

AH3 JAMES small shield head/seat transfer 36 x 28 £4.60

EX1 Ken Rogers (Tricycle specialist, Middlesex)  Head/seat transfer.  Styleised tricyclist with address.  Printed red OR 

black on white.  STATE

50 x 38 £4.20 C

EX2 Ken Rogers Dwontube, styalised signature in romboid frame.  Printed red OR black on white.  STATE 164 x 21 £3.20 C

EX3 Ken Rogers Axle tube (for trikes) Styalised signature in romboid frame.  Printed red OR black on white.  STATE 94 x 12 £2.20 C

KONA decals are available with the kind approval of PALIGAP the UK agents.  Decals for the 1991 - 1996 

seasons only are currently available

NOTE THAT YOU MUST  PROVIDE A FRAME NUMBER WHEN ORDERING ANY KONA 

DECALS.  THIS IS A PROVISION OF THE PALIGAP APPROVAL AND ANY ORDERS 

WITHOUT FRAME NUMBER/ERRONEOUS NUMBER WILL  BE BOUNCED.

DW7 KONA Downtube decal.  Big blocks with "K" inside oval.  Drop shadow effect to letters in red, green or purple.  

Used 1991-93.  STATE colour choice.

327 x 24 £4.40 C

DW18 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "K" inside oval with small "KONA" below.  Please CHOOSE colours based on DW7 

downtube combinations.  Believed use 1991-2

46 x 30 £4.00 C

DW9 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "jagged spiral" design in purple and green with red K centre and black detailing.  

Used 1993

51 x 54 £4.00 C

DW19 KONA top-tub enames to match DW7 downtube.  STATE colour choice as DW7 combinations.  Used 1991-93.  

Models available are:- Explosif, Cinder Cone, Lava Dome, Hahanna.  Don’t forget to choose which model and 

colour combination you want!

Varies with model £2.80 C
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DW2 KONA downtube decal.  Big blocks with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or bright yellow.  

Used 1994-96

330 x 26 £4.20 C

DW1 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "jagged spiral" design in grey/black/orange.  Apparantly used 1994-96 51 x 54 £4.00 C

DW4 KONA "Explosif" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or bright 

yellow.  Used 1994-95

110 x 8 £2.80 C

DW3 KONA "Kilauea" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or bright 

yellow.  Used 1994-95

102 x 8 £2.80 C

DW6 KONA "Lava Dome" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or 

bright yellow.  Used 1994-95

110 x 8 £2.80 C

DW15 KONA "Cinder Cone" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or 

bright yellow.  Used 1994-96

133 x 8 £2.80 C

DW5 KONA "Thumbs up" decal.  Grey/black thumb, orange "kona", yellow surround.  Used 1994-96 44 x 45 £3.80 C

DW16 KONA "RACE LIGHT" top tube decal.  Bold orange lettering over central "K" oval.  Used 1994 -1996 102 x 16 £3.50 C

DW17 KONA "MOUNTAIN SHOCK" top tube decal.  Bold orange lettering over central "K" oval.  Used 1994 -1997 140 x 16 £3.50 C

DW13 KONA "Thumbs up" decal.  Grey/black thumb in white circle, white/black-edge Kona below. 43 x 53 £3.80 C

DW14 KONA "prject 2" fork decals.  Yellow oblong with "Project" sticking out the top, yellow oval and Joe Murray 

signature below.  PAIR

36 x 20 £6.00 C

DW12 KONA detail.  "K" in grey oval, "RACE LIGHT" run around top and bottom.  "RACE LIGHT" in either white or 

orange, both with black edge.  STATE

40 x 31 £3.50 C

DW11 KONA detail.  Clear patch with "Designed by" and Joe Murray signature in white with black drop-shadow. 101 x 17 £4.00 C

DW10 KONA detail.  Yellow oval with Joe Murray signature etc. 45 x 10 £2.40 C

DW9 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "jagged spiral" design in purple and green with red K centre and black detailing.  

Used 1993

51 x 54 £4.00 C

DA1 LAUTERWASSER.  Jack Lauterwasser head/seat transfer.  Cicular with Holloway Rd address and "JL" in centre.  

Red/black/gold.

38 x 34 £4.80 W

BQ1 LEGNANO down-tube.  White oval and lettering on a red ground 140 x 35 £3.00 C

BQ2 LEGNANO double downtube transfer.  Red sausages joined by world champ colour bands.  Only one per 

machine.

140 x 57 £7.20 C

BQ10 LEGNANO seat decal (or head, but metal badge is normal).  Shield with sword-waving warrior in red, black and 

gold

60 x 31 £5.80 D

Q2 LINING gold with thick black edge.  Per strip 228 x 5 £1.00 W

Q1 LINING gold with thin black edge. Per strip 180 x 4 £1.00 W

Q3 LINING.  Back by popular demand !  4 lines each approx. 225 mm long by 1 mm wide, plus 4 box-line corners.  

Red or Gold

225 x 1 (x4) £2.40 W

Z4 MACLEAN "Featherwight" transfer, with wings.  Used as central portion between MAC - - - LEAN (See Z2) on 

downtube, and on seat tube as stand alone.  Multicolour.

57 x 31 £4.60 H

Z5 MACLEAN head/seat transfer.  Very fancy, multicolour with 366 Upper Street address.  OUT OF STOCK V

Z3 MACLEAN set.  "Featherweight" head and seat, plus two x Z2 D/T £13.00 W

Z2 MACLEAN. Block D/T White/black, gold/black or red/black. 119 x 14 £2.90 W

Z6 MACLEAN downtbue decal.  All the uprights are curved in style used by Claud and Holdsworth.  Gold/black on 

clear

133 x 19 £3.70 C

Z7 MACLEAN downtbue decal.  This one says "MACLEANS" rather than Maclean.  All the uprights are curved in 

style used by Claud and Holdsworth.  Gold/black on clear

151 x 19 £3.70 C

ET1 MAJOR NICHOLS Downtube transfer.  Unique type face with all uprights curved.  White with black edge or 

reverse.

265 x 27 £4.20 C

CT1 MAL REES.  "Ahead of time" type head/seat transfer.  Apparantly used from his very earliest days.  Multicolour. £5.20 W

CT2 MAL REES downtube.  "Mal C Rees" handwritten signature.  Plain white or plain black 138 x 28 £3.20 W

DC1 MARATHON.  Leach Marathon head/seat transfer.  This is the pre-war version, circular centre, winged wheel at 

top, Martin Street address at bottom.  Multicolour.

65 x 41 £6.50 W
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AK30 MAVIC rim sticker.  Red oblong, radiussed corners, gold diamond with styalised "mavic" inside.  Per PAIR 40 x 28 £4.50 C

AK31 MAVIC module "E"rim sticker.  Red and green oblong, radiussed corners, gold diamond-shaped "MAVIC".  

Green portion has "Module <<E>> 27 x 1 1/4.  Per PAIR

40 x 28 £4.50 C

AK32 MAVIC S.S.C. rim sticker.  Red oblong, radiussed corners, gold diamond-shaped "MAVIC".  Per PAIR.  Original 

old stock.

41 x 28 £4.50 C

AK33 MAVIC module "E"rim sticker.  Red and green oblong, radiussed corners, gold diamond-shaped "MAVIC".  

Green portion has "Module <<E>> 700C".  Per PAIR

40 x 28 £4.50 C

MERCIAN are no longer availble as retail items.  Your UK-based frame refinisher should be able to help you 

though!

P3 MERCIAN D/T gold/black or red/black or white/black 180 x 24 W

P4 MERCIAN old style downtube transfer.  Gold and red 3-D effect script. 105 x 25 W

P5 MERCIAN old style seat tube transfer. Multicolour globe and silver cycle.  1960's and earlier I think. 65 x 38 C

P1 MERCIAN vertical.  Gold with black edge 107 x 15 W

FP1 MERCIER downtube decal.  White with black edge, plain blocks. 207 x 24 £3.00 C

FP2 MERCIER seat-tube decal.  White with black edge, plain blocks. 211 x 20 £3.00 C

FP3 MERCIER downtube decal.  Gold script with black drop shadow 130 x 28 £3.50 C

FP4 MERCIER seat-tube decal.  Capital "M" with organ pipes, all in gold with black drop-shadow 147 x 25 £4.80 C

FP5 MERCIER head-tube decal.  Capital "M" with shorter organ pipes, all in gold with black drop-shadow 84 x 27 £4.20 C

AK9 MILREMO large, oval over oblong.  Multicolour 94 x 40 £1.90 S

AK8 MILREMO rim transfers.  "super racing" trapezoid shape, multicolour.  PAIR 35 x 30 £2.40 S

AK10 MILREMO vertical with rainbow rings in centre.  For fork or seat. 106 x 42 £2.40 S

AK24 MILREMO rim transfer.  Milremo "corsa" trapezoid shape.  PER PAIR 44 x 19 £3.80 V

AK13 Miscellaneous Black and white bands.  Running B/W/B/W/B.  PAIR 90 x 50 £2.50 S

AK3 Miscellaneous COLUMBUS tubing.  Frame transfer only £3.50 W

AK2 Miscellaneous COLUMBUS tubing.  Set of 1 frame and 2 fork £7.00 W

AK23 Miscellaneous COLUMBUS tubing.  1960's and early 70's version.  45 x 24 £4.00 W

W4 Miscellaneous CYCLE TRADERS roundel and scroll with map of Britain. 25 x 28 £2.50 V

AK11 Miscellaneous DIA COMPE chainstay or T/T transfer.  Sea-green blocks on clear background 140 x 21 £1.80 S

AK17 Miscellaneous ENGLISH/WELSH/SCOTTISH/UNION JACK flags.  Small emblem in the country of your choice.  

Great little nick-nack to show your alegiance.  Don't  forget to say which you want !

25 x 16 £2.00 H

L1 Miscellaneous Gold/black "coat of arms" - looks good on anything !! 33 x 26 £2.20 W

AK14 Miscellaneous HANDBUILT sticker in various Colours to pot-luck.  Great for covering scratches ! 64 x 6 £1.00 S

AK12 Miscellaneous ISHIWATA (tubing) sticker.  Bright red stylised blocks on blue ground 130 x 28 £1.50 S

AK20 Miscellaneous MADE IN ITALY transfer.  Black oval, red/green/white fill, black block lettering. 37 x 11 £2.40 W

AK25 Miscellaneous "MADE IN ITALY" sticker.  Red/white/green flash with silver outline, "Made in Italy" in silver 

underneath.  All on clear backing.  Small version.  Used BASSO  etc.

50 x 15 £2.20 C

AK26 Miscellaneous "MADE IN ITALY" sticker.  Red/white/green flash with silver outline, "Made in Italy" in silver 

underneath.  All on clear backing.  Med. version.  Used BASSO  etc.

57 x 18 £2.60 C

AK27 Miscellaneous "MADE IN ITALY" sticker.  Red/white/green flash with silver outline, "Made in Italy" in silver 

underneath.  All on clear backing.  Large version.  Used BASSO  etc.

64 x 22 £3.30 C

AK22 Miscellaneous.  "RUSTPROOFED BY SPECIAL PROCESS".  Little transfer for seat tube.  Gold with black edge. 19 x 7 £2.00 W

AJ1 Miscellaneous OLYMPIC BANDS - multicolour for seat tube.  PAIR 89 x 32 £3.00 W

AJ7 Miscellaneous OLYMPIC BANDS narrower version than AJ1, and colours butt against each other rather than 

having black/gold seperators  PAIR

90 x 8 £3.00 V

AJ9 Miscellaneous OLYMPIC BANDS.  Traditional colours split by black/gold/black separators and with a white band 

at top and bottom.  PAIR

95 x 23 £3.00 W

AJ10 Miscellaneous OLYMPIC BANDS bands.  Traditional colours in fairly broad bands, but with no defining line 

between each colour.  PAIR

96 x 23 £3.00 W

AJ2 Miscellaneous OLYMPIC CHEVRONS - multicolour for seat tube.  PAIR 89 x 38 £3.40 W

AJ3 Miscellaneous OLYMPIC RINGS - multicolour for seat tube.  PAIR 63 x 38 £3.00 W

AJ5 Miscellaneous RED/WHITE/BLUE CHEVRONS with longer "ears" to cover the fattest tubes PAIR 123 x 51 £3.20 W

AJ4 Miscellaneous RED-WHITE-BLUE band for seat tube.  PAIR 89 x 9 £2.80 W

AJ6 Miscellaneous RED-WHITE-BLUE bands.  Much wider than AJ4.  Original varnish fix  PAIR 102 x 27 £3.00 V

AJ11 Miscellaneous.  RED/WHITE/BLUE bands.  Broader version with each colour separated by black/gold/black 

stripe.  PAIR

95 x 16 £3.00 W

AJ8 Miscellaneous RED/WHITE/GREEN bands.  PAIR 98 x 5 £2.40 W

AJ12 Miscellaneous.  Narrow bands for finishing panels or chrome.  Fill colour of yellow, red, blue, or green (STATE !) 

with black/gold/black band at top and bottom. PAIR

95 x 4 £2.20 W
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AC1 Miscellaneous Seat tube panel  Red/white/blue chevrons top and bottom.  Gold/black frame space for 114 x 32 

mm transfer inside

203 x 63 £3.50 V

A51 MISCELLANEOUS.  DYNO LUXE transfer for Raleigh Industries DBU's and accumulators.  This one has NO 

hypen between DYNO and LUXE.  Also, a small drop shadow to the lettering

38 x 38 £2.60 W

A52 MISCELLANEOUS.  DYNO-LUXE transfer for Raleigh Industries DBU's and accumulators.  This one DOES have 

a hyphen  between DYNO and LUXE.  

38 x 38 £2.60 W

AK15 Miscellaneous SUNTOUR XC PRO sticker.  Green/white/black.  Another good scratch coverer ! 100 x 11 £1.50 S

AK16 Miscellaneous TRIPLE TRIANGLE sticker.  Colours as they come. £1.00 S

AK14 Miscellaneous. HANDBUILT sticker in various Colours to pot-luck.  Great for covering scratches ! 64 x 6 £1.00 S

CJ1 MKM down tube transfer.  White with black edge. 128 x 27 £4.00 C

CJ3 MKM head tube transfer.  White with black edge.  Vertical format 63 x 22 £3.00 C

CJ2 MKM seat tube transfer.  White with black edge.  Vertical format 100 x 35 £3.50 C

CJ4 MKM seat transfer.  Small set of Olympic rings with MKM in gold in the centre.  PAIR 53 x 25 £4.00 W

CR2 MONOPOLE. Downtube (or tank) transfer for these very early cycles (and motorcycles!).  Monopole in plain gold 

script.

65 x 18 £3.90 W

CR1 MONOPOLE. Head/seat transfer for these very early cycles (and motorcycles!).  Monopole logo, Coventry.  Plain 

gold wheel and garter.

40 x 52 £4.80 W

DF1 MOTOBECANE head/seat transfer.  Blue/silver striped shield shape with Motobecane script diagonally across. 50 x 40 £5.20 C

DG2 MOULTON headtube transfer.  Silver background, blue double "M", Bradford on Avon address. 76 x 34 £3.80 C

DG3 MOULTON headtube transfer.  Silver background, blue double "M", "Nottingham" address (when part of Raleigh) 76 x 34 £3.80 C

DG4 MOULTON SPEEDSIX "downtube" transfer.  Black "Moulton", red "Speedsix" to original spec. 195 x 17 £3.20 W

DG5 MOULTON STOWAWAY.  white "moulton" above black "stowaway" in correct type face, cut and printed ready to apply.112 X 40 £3.20 C

DG1 MOULTON.  MOULTON DELUXE frame transfer.  Unique type-face.  Plain black or plain white (state).  NOTE 

may be supplied in waterslide or vinyl cut, depending on stock availability.

171 x 17 £2.40 W or C

DG6 MOULTON STANDARD in correct type face, cut and printed ready to apply.  Available black or white - CHOOSE 192 x 17 £2.40 C

DG7 MOULTON SAFARI in correct type face.  Moulton in white, Safari in black, cut and printed ready to apply.  158 x 17 £3.20 C

DG8 MOULTON "S" series in correct type face, with the "S" in a little square, cut and printed ready to apply. There are 

many versions of these, so they are made to order.  Models covered include speed, safari, deluxe and stowaway.  

Please call to discuss exact requirement.

VARIOUS! £4.20 C

W1 National Cyclists Union roundel with shield 38mm dia £2.50 V

W2 National Cyclists Union roundel with shield 25mm dia £2.20 V

AK6 NERVEX "Legere" frame transfer. Red/blue/white 31 x 19 £2.40 W

AK4 NERVEX "serie professionnel" frame transfer. Red/blue/white 31 x 19 £2.40 W

B4 NEW HUDSON Circular. arm and hammer with multicolour edge 51 x 44 £5.20

B3 NEW HUDSON Gold blocks/black edge CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE 152 x 32

B2 NEW HUDSON Gold script 152 x 32 £3.00 w

B1 NEW HUDSON Head/seat badge.  Green arm/gold hammer 38 x 40 £4.60

B5 NEW HUDSON Plain gold script 127 x 27 £2.80 w

CS2 NEWTON.  W.P. Newton (Acton) downtube transfer.  Gold/black edge or red/black edge. 113 x 20 £3.30 H

CS1 NEWTON.  W.P. Newton (Acton) head/seat transfer.  Multicolour. 49 x 30 £5.20 H

EF1 NIGEL DEAN downtube decal.  Coloured triangle inside the "A".  Main colour of black OR white, with red OR 

yellow triangle.  STATE

235 x 19 £3.20 C

EF2 NIGEL DEAN top tube/seat tube decal.  Says "DEAN" only Coloured triangle inside the "A".  Main colour of black 

OR white, with red OR yellow triangle.  STATE

116 x 18 £2.50 C

EF3 NIGEL DEAN head tube decal.  Square formed of "N" & "D" plus two coloured boxes.  N & D in white OR black.  

Coloured boxes in red/gold or yellow/gold.  STATE

32 x 32 £2.80 C

AB2 NORMAN downtube. Red/white 127 x 23 £3.80 W

AB1 NORMAN head/seat transfer.  Multicolour 52 x 46 £5.20 W

FB1 ORBIT head decal.  Ovalised globe with "Orbit" across centre.  Printed black onto copper colour. 50 x 34 £5.50 C

FB2 ORBIT downtube decal.  Distinctive Orbit typeface in white or black STATE! 167 x 27 £3.20 C

FB3 ORBIT downtube decal.  Distinctive Orbit typeface in white with black edge. 167 x 27 £3.50 C

FB4 ORBIT top tube decal for "Romany".  White with black edge 110 x 12 £2.60 C

FB5 ORBIT top tube decal for "Harrier".  Distinctive Orbit typeface in white with black edge 132 x 13 £2.60 C

FB6 seat tube

gold medal

BP1 P. T. STALLARD D/T transfer in script.  Black or gold or white 140 x 20 £2.40 P

BD2 PARIS "Eiffel Tower" type seat transfer £7.20 V

BD3 PARIS "Man on Bike" head transfer £5.80 V

BD4 PARIS down-tube stencil.  These are cut into low-tack vinyl in the correct Paris type-face.  Stick on, spray through 

and peel off.

120 x 27 £2.75 L

BD1 PARIS Red/white/blue downtube. "stencil" style with fake "overspray"  DELETED W

BD5 PARIS seat bands.  Olympic bands with "Paris Cycles" in script around yellow section.  A real finishing touch.  

PAIR.

95 x 19 £4.00 W
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FA1 PENNINE head/seat tube transfer.  "BLRC"-type man on bike over map of Britain with "Pennine Cycles, 

Bradford, England" around the edge.  Multicolour.

53 x 44 £6.50 C

FA3 PENNINE downtube transfer.  Early type script with black edge.  Fill colour of white, red or gold STATE which! 95 x 26 £3.50 C

FA4 PENNINE downtube transfer.  Later type block capital with square serif and black edge.  Fill colour of white, red 

or gold STATE which!

187 x 25 £2.60 C

FA5 PENNINE vertical version of FA4 for forks or head tube.  Same colour choice. 170 x 30 £2.60 C

FA6 PENNINE vertical version of FA4 for seat tube.  Same colour choice. 80 x 14 £2.20 C

PEUGEOT.  Please note there are MANY different Peugeot decals and PX10 on its own is a minefield.  The 

following are all we have at present.  Please do NOT seek advise as to what is "right" - a frosty reception can be 

guaranteed !

BV1 PEUGEOT head/seat decal.  Plain outline of lion with "straight sticky-out tongue".  Used early 80's to early 90's.  

Plain black or plain gold.  Printed on clear

52 x 35 £3.20 C

BV2 PEUGEOT downtube block in white, black or gold. 104 x 9 £2.40 C/L

BV3 PEUGEOT downtube decal.  Larger than BV2 - and probably more "normal" !  Black or gold print onto clear, or 

white vinyl cut all in correct Peugeot typeface

180 x 20 £2.60 C/L

BV4 PEUGEOT seattube decal.  Vertical version of BV3.  Black or gold print onto clear, or white vinyl cut, all in correct 

Peugeot typeface

201 x 23 £2.80 C/L

BV5 PEUGEOT downtube decal.  White "Peugeot" on gold oblong with two black horizontal stripes.  PX 10 etc 180 x 15 £3.00 C

BV10 PEUGEOT Seat tube panel.  "Record Du Monde", then stalised lion on rock, then checker board fading out as it 

progresses towards cranks.  Please note that the lion on the rock was on either a red or green background 

(STATE WHICH !) and that the lion always faced forward i.e. "handed"  PER PAIR as a result !

225 x 24 x 2-off £8.80 C

BV11 PEUGEOT stylized lion on rock on red or green oblong (as per BV10).  Please STATE colour choice and advise 

if lion faces right or left !

54 x 24 £3.80 C

BV12 PEUGEOT seat tube panel for PX10 etc.  Checkerboard, world champ bands, "record du monde" in swag, lion 

on rock, world champ bands, checkerboard.  Supplied as big panel printed on white vinyl, or with each element 

printed and cut and pre-spaced for application to painted panel colour of your choice.  STATE WHICH !

192 x 85 £12.25 C

BV13 PEUGEOT head/ seat decal.  Gold/black lion on rock over white/black "PEUGEOT" on red/gold oblong. 41 x 43 £4.70 C

BV20 PEUGEOT detail.  "INOXYDABLE" silver block in silver oblong.  Used top of seat tube. 36 x 10 £2.00 C

EC1 PEUGEOT detail   FRENCH 531  "3 Tubes Renforces"  Estimated  use to 1967 41 x 27 £4.00 C

EC2 PEUGEOT detail.  FRENCH 531 "3 Tubes Renforces".  With "TI" logo Estimated use to 1982 41 x 31 £4.00 C

EC3 PEUGEOT detail  FRENCH 531 Double Butted frame and fork transfers.  Set of 3.  Estimated use to 1967.  NB 

size is for seat tube transfer.

40 x 27 £8.00 W

FN1 POLLARD (Coventry) head/seat decal.  Shield with W&E Pollard and elephant (!) at top.  "Superlite" across 

middle.  Multicolour.  My thanks to Peter Brown for artwork on this and FN3/4.

55 x 36 £5.80 C

FN2 POLLARD downtube decal in big blocks with square serif.  Cut in black or white CHOOSE! 222 x 24 £2.80 C

FN3 POLLARD  "W & E Pollard" in script with black edge, fill colour of white or mid-blue.  CHOOSE! 219 x 27 £3.80 C

FN4 POLLARD  "W & E Pollard" in gold script with black edge. 219 x 27 £3.20 C

AP1 R H BLACKWELL (Hackney) Set comprising two head/seat, two D/T £12.00 V

CD3 R O HARRISON down tube transfer.  Old English style with black edge.  Choose red, white, gold or blue. 165 x 23 £3.50 W

CD4 R O HARRISON down tube transfer.  Scroll type with Olde English style lettering insert.  Gold/black scroll, red 

lettering with black edge.

200 x 55 £6.00 W

CD2 R O HARRISON.  Head.  Oval with star, R O H, "The New Star" & address 56 x 43 £4.40 W

CD1 R O HARRISON.  Seat.  Red/black/gold vertical star with vertical "ROHARRISON" 140 x 40 £4.80 W

A1 RALEIGH  'Heron' head/seat transfer.  Earlier than A16 & A19.  Later than A64. 35 x 48 £5.20 W
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A2 RALEIGH gold script with red shading 140 x 35 £4.50 W

A3 RALEIGH red blocks.   NO LONGER AVAILABLE 140 x 35 w

A4 RALEIGH 'The All Steel Bicycle'.  Gold/black 70 x 8 £2.20 w

A5 RALEIGH down tube gold/black or silver/black blocks. As per Record Ace. 150 x 18 £2.80 w

A6 RALEIGH Record Ace seat tube, vertical. gold/black or silver/black 125 x 27 £3.80 w

A7 RALEIGH.  "The All Steel Bicycle".  "The" & "Bicycle" in script above and below "All steel" in block.  Silver/black 

or gold/black.  Used seat tube1940's - 52 + export to 1970's

35 x 35 £2.40 w

A8 RALEIGH SPORTS downtube transfer.  Black/white/gold.  Used 1947/8 seat tube (yes, it sat vertically) and 1950-

52 downtube.

172 x 18 £3.00 W

A9 RALEIGH verical "All steel Bicycle", as A7 but with vertical "Raleigh" above.  Gold and black only, used seat tube 

1940's and export 50's - 70's

140 x 32 £3.80 W

A10 RALEIGH  "ALL STEEL Bicycle".  Plain gold blocks.  The word "Bicycle" is smaller than the rest 70 x 8 £2.80 C

A11 RALEIGH "Raleigh Sports Model" gold block in gold frame.  Late 1930's ?? 280 x 18 £4.20 W

A12 RALEIGH in gold/black script.  Used chaincase 1947-49. 70 x 30 £3.80 W

A13 RALEIGH fork transfers.  Little "Sir Walter" emblem in gold/black.  Used extensively in the 50's.  PAIR 19 x 11 £4.70 W

A14 RALEIGH "Reg Harris flaming torch" seat tube transfer.  Used extensively through the 1950's and very early 60's, 

especially on Lentons.  Multicolour.

63 x 26 £5.20 H

A15 RALEIGH down tube or chaincase script.  Very similar to A12, but a little less fancy and plain gold only. 80 x 37 £3.20 W

A16 RALEIGH "Heron" head/seat transfer.  Later version for 1960's and early 1970's.  Multiclour. 54 x 38 £5.20 W

A17 RALEIGH tubing transfer.  1950's.  "Raleigh Industries produced 23-28 High Tensile Steel Tubing" with Sir 

Walter in the middle.  Cream/black

39 x 24 £2.40 W

A18 RALEIGH tubing transfer.  1950's.  "High Tensile Steel Tubing" with Sir Walter at the top.  "Scalloped" shape.  

Cream/white/black

37 x 30 £2.40 W

A19 RALEIGH heron head/mudguard transfer.  Very similar to A16 but slightly fancier.  Estimated mid-forties to early 

sixties.

54 x 38 £5.20 W

A20 RALEIGH little heron emblem for front forks.  Used estensively in 40's and 50's.  Scaled down version of A19/16 

but without "Nottingham England" at bottom.  PAIR

22 x 19 £4.80 W

A21 Raleigh "Team Professional" Downtube transfer.  For the red/black/black frames of late '70's - early '80's.  "T.I." 

in yellow, "RALEIGH" in white.  Black edge, black internal detail.

90 x 21 £3.40 C

A22 Raleigh "Team Professional" Seat tube transfer.  For the red/black/black frames of late '70's - early '80's.   

"RALEIGH" in yellow.  Black edge, black internal detail.

30 x 168 £2.80 C

A23 Raleigh "Team Professional" Top-tube transfer.  For the red/black/black frames of late '70's - early '80's.  "TEAM" 

in yellow, "RALEIGH" in white.  Black edge, black internal detail.

234 x 18 £3.40 C

A24 Raleigh "Team Professional" circular "TI" decal.  For the red/black/black frames of late '70's - early '80's.  "T.I." in 

yellow with yellow circles on black ground, or reversed.  STATE

30mm dia £2.00 C

A30 RALEIGH modern block downtube transfer from 70's/80's.  Distinct Raleigh type face with slight slant.  Black 

edge, gold, white, red, blue or yellow fill colour.  Make sure your choose!

160 x 24 £3.00 W

A31 RALEIGH modern block seatube transfer from 70's/80's.  Distinct Raleigh type face with slight slant, and reads 

"North-South".  Black edge, gold, white, red, blue or yellow fill colour.  Make sure you choose!

189 x 37 £3.00 W

A32 RALEIGH "Handbuilt Lightweight Tourer" seat tube sticker.  Used on "Randonneur" and other quality 1980's 

machines.  Gold OR black print on clear.  State colour

45 x 25 £2.50 C

A40 RALEIGH LENTON downtube transfer.  Gold/white/silver 3-D blocks with "pointy bits" at either end.  Correct for 

1954-1956.

250 x 22 £4.40 W

A41 RALEIGH LENTON SPORTS seatube transfer.  Gold/white/silver 3-D blocks with "pointy bits" at either end. 

Correct for 1954-1956.

250 x 25 £4.40 W

A42 RALEIGH "Clubman" Transfer set.  Produced from 1947-1951 first as the Lenton Clubman, then the Raleigh 

Clubman.  Seat tube transfer supplied with "Raleigh" overprint to replace "Lenton".  Gold, red and black with long 

spear points on down tube and seat tube.  Seat tubein two peices 370mm x 35mm, downtube (handed) in two 

peices 430mm x 18mm.  Correct period 531.  Available as a set only.

SET £17.50 W

A50 RALEIGH model names from '20's, '30's' and '40's.  All are gold block in a small fancy frame.  Models as follows:- 

"Road Race", "Utility", "Dawn Tourist", "Sports", "Popular", "Special", "Super Sports", "Standard".  STATE which 

one !!

40 x 18 £1.80 W

A51 RALEIGH. DYNO LUXE transfer for Raleigh Industries DBU's and accumulators.  This one has NO hypen 

between DYNO and LUXE.  Also, a small drop shadow to the lettering

38 x 38 £2.40 W

A52 RALEIGH.  DYNO-LUXE transfer for Raleigh Industries DBU's and accumulators.  This one DOES have  a 

hyphen between DYNO and LUXE.  

38 x 38 £2.40 W

A53 RALEIGH downtube/chaincase transfer.  Used extensively in 50's.  White "RALEIGH" with gold/black "the all 

steel bicicyle" underneath.  N.B. larger version of the two made.

92 x 19 £3.00 W

A86 RALEIGH downtube/chaincase transfer.  Used extensively in 50's/60's.  Gold/black "RALEIGH" with little outward 

facing triangles at each end.  Printed onto vinyl and closely kiss-cut to give clean finish.

88 x 8 £2.60 C

A54 RALEIGH "Cycle must not be ridden with key in lock" transfer for fixing by fork steering lock.  Black lettering on 

gold oblong.

25 x 15 £1.80 W

A55 RALEIGH ( and CARLTON !) Oblong seat tube decal "made in England" with Union Jack,  and "TI Raleigh".  

Multicolour.

32 x 26 £2.60 C
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A70 RALEIGH detail for top of downtube.  World champ bands with silver oval and "1970-1971 World Champion" 

detail.  Used on "team", "Pro" etc.

87 x 23 £3.20 C

A56 RALEIGH detail.  Oval decal used chainstay.  "Specialist Bicycle Developments"  World champ colours over 

metallised gold oval.  N.B.  Made in two pieces and layered up before despatch.

Oval 33 x 20 £4.00 C

A57 RALEIGH detail.  Oval decal used chainstay.  "Tour De France" and "World champions" 1978/79/80 dates.  

Colours over metallised gold oval.  N.B.  Made in two pieces and layered up before despatch.

Oval 33 x 21 £4.00 C

A58 RALEIGH detail.  Oval decal used chainstay.  "1977 Tour De France Team Winners" Red/Yellow/black centre. Oval 33 x 22 £3.00 C

A59 RALEIGH detail.  Gold metallised oblong with black printing and rounded corners.  "Made in England by TI 

Raleigh Nottingham"

36 x 18 £3.00 C

A85 RALEIGH detail.  "Go'D" oval decal.  Fitted to Gerald O'Donovan SBDU cycles.  If you don't know what that 

means please don't buy one!  Printed black on clear oval.

25 x 12 £2.40 C

A60 RALEIGH RRA downtube.  This is the BIG complicated one with lots of detail to it.  Originally blueprinted with 

SEVEN colour options as fill.  We can supply yellow, blue, or green versions.  STATE which one !  These are 

sold as a handed-pair  as left and right-sides are different.

395 x 65 £14.25 C

A61 RALEIGH RRA seat tube.  This is the BIG complicated one with lots of detail to it.  Originally blueprinted with 

SEVEN colour options as fill.  We can supply yellow, blue, or green versions.  STATE which one !

350 x 33 £7.75 C

A62 RALEIGH RRA fork decal, with lots of detail to it.  Originally blueprinted with SEVEN colour options as fill.  We 

can supply yellow, blue, or green versions.  STATE which one ! PAIR.

126 x 40 £6.25 C

A63 RALEIGH seat decal.  This is the one with the world champion colours behind the herons head and flaming 

torch.  Multicolour including silver and gold.  

57 x 35 £5.50 C

A65 RALEIGH downtube decal. Unique R_a_l_e_i_g_h_ type face used extensively on export and 

Professional/International models.  Plain gold or white.

136 x 33 £3.20 W

A66 RALEIGH "Professional" toptube decal. Unique P_r_o_f_e_s_s_i_o_n_a_l_  typeface used extensively on export 

models and in conjunction with R_a_l_e_i_g_h_  on downtube (ref A65).  Plain gold or plain white.

130 x 19 £2.60 W

A67 RALEIGH "International" toptube decal. Unique I_n_t_e_r_n_a_t_i_o_n_a_l_  typeface used extensively on 

export models and in conjunction with R_a_l_e_i_g_h_  on downtube (ref A65).  Plain gold  or white.

148 x 19 £2.60 W

A64 RALEIGH headtube transfer, VERY early, before the Heron.  Gold design 70 x 45 £4.20 V

A68 RALEIGH "Superbe" chaincase transfer.  Early script type.  Gold lettering with black outline. 70 x 21 £3.80 C

A69 RALEIGH "Superbe" chaincase transfer.  Later block lettering type.  Gold lettering with fine black inner line.  NB 

No outline

101 x 23 £3.80 C

A71 RALEIGH "Handbuilt in England" seat tube panel.  Gold lettering and upper/lower curves, black laurel leaves.  

Printed onto clear panel.

93 (W) x 113 (H) £4.80 C

A note about RALEIGH Modern RRA decals.  There have been many RRA decals.  Those listed A80-A82  are 

applicable to approx 1980 - 1982.  Original decals were varnish fix and were embelished in the factory with 

coachlines painted with a brush.  It IS possible to supply the decals as a set of six with printed coachlines at a 

complete price of £34 but the individual decals together with brushed coachlines is really a better finish.

A80 RALEIGH Modern RRA downtube decal.  Used approx 1980 - 82.  Black Raleigh script with gold extrusion effect 78 x 26 £3.00 C

A81 RALEIGH Modern RRA top-tube decal.  Used approx 1980 - 82.  Black "Record Ace" script with gold extrusion 

effect

78 x 18 £2.80 C

A82 RALEIGH Modern RRA seat-tbue decal.  Used approx 1980 - 82.  Black "R R A" script with gold extrusion effect, 90 x 30 £4.20 C

A83 RALEIGH downtube decal from late '70's early '80's.  Sloping style with G-H touching at the end.  Internal lining.  

Either gold with black lining or white with gold lining CHOOSE WHICH !

128 x 18 £3.20 C
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A84 RALEIGH chainstay decal from late '70's early '80's.  Same as A83 but smaller!  Either gold with black lining or 

white with gold lining CHOOSE WHICH !

80 x 12 £2.60 C

A87 RALEIGH "Made by Raleigh of England" downtube decal from late '70's early '80's.  Sloping style block with G-H 

touching at the end and script "Made by …. Of England".  Either gold with black lining or white with gold lining 

CHOOSE WHICH !

A72 RALEIGH "DYNA-TECH" downtube decal.  Unique typeface saying "dyna-tech" as black outline only, printed 

onto clear.  Ie centres of letters are clear.

264 x 23 £3.20 C

A73 RALEIGH "SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION" seat tube decal.  Small romboid with radiused corners.  Silver, 

black, white and red.

32 x 32 £2.60 C

RC1 RALEIGH/T.I./CARLTON "made in Egnland" with TI over used extensively in 70's and 80's on Raleighs and 

Carltons.  Printed gold and black onto clear.

27 x 24 £2.60 C

RC2 RALEIGH/T.I./CARLTON "made in Egnland" decal.  There were quite a few versions of this.  This one is in the 

design show,printed gold with black outline.

100 x 16 £3.20 C

RC3 RALEIGH/T.I./CARLTON "made in Egnland" decal.  (I've also seen this one on Falcon).  Gold block and oblong 

on clear.

40 x 18 £2.60 C

BM1 RAPHAEL GEMINIANI script D/T transfer.  Black with red edge 235 x 30 £3.75 W

DE1 RENSCH.  Harry ("Spanner") Rensch down tube transfer in unique heavy gothic script.  Plain white or plain 

black.

132 x 33 £2.80 W

AK18 REYNOLDS HM TUBING transfer.  Used on the early tube-sets that pre-dated 531.  Gold and green. 41 x 21 £3.85 C

AK19 REYNOLDS tubing transfer.  Very early plain gold version "Guaranteed built with Reynolds' best quality tubing" 41 x 10 £2.40 W

EX1 Ken Rogers (Tricycle specialist, Middlesex)  Head/seat transfer.  Styleised tricyclist with address.  Printed red OR 

black on white.  STATE

50 x 38 £4.20 C

EX2 Ken Rogers Dwontube, styalised signature in romboid frame.  Printed red OR black on white.  STATE 164 x 21 £3.20 C

EX3 Ken Rogers Axle tube (for trikes) Styalised signature in romboid frame.  Printed red OR black on white.  STATE 94 x 12 £2.20 C

CA1 RON KITCHING set.  Big double D/T, big seat panel, rainbow head tube.  SET. ALL GONE!

GA1 RONDINELLA head/seat decal.  Vertical oblong with diamond in centre and "R" inside it.  Little Vic Edwards 

signature.  Multicolour.  Original old stock

76 x 46 V

GA2 RONDINELLA downtube decal.  White with black edge in distinctive type face. 201 x 22 C

GA3 RONDINELLA seat tube decal.  Vertical lettering in ite with black edge in distinctive type face. 243 x 20 C

GA4 RONDINELLA downtube decal.  White Sausage with gold edging and distinctive type face inside in dark blue. 180 x 26 £4.00 C

GA5 RONDINELLA seat tube decal.  White Sausage with gold edging and distinctive vertical type face inside in dark 

blue.

255 x 28 £4.00 C

CY1 RORY OBRIEN.  Head/seat transfer.  Laurel leaf surround with centre white signature on black ground.  

"Romford" in swag below.  White/black/green

58 x 50 £4.80 W

CY5 RORY O'BRIEN downtube in plain block from the early sixties.  Plain black or plain white. 305 x 22 £3.20 W

BN1 ROTRAX model names for top-tube :- "Shirley", "Vel D'Hiv", "La Premiere",or  "Concours".  Gold/black,  State 

which one!

65 x 10 £2.20 W

G1 ROYAL ENFIELD HEAD/SEAT BADGE. Banner type gun motif 42 x 41 £4.60 W

G2 ROYAL ENFIELD head/seat badge.  Field gun motif 47 x 38 £4.60 W

G3 ROYAL ENFIELD gold gun trade-mark. 63 x 44 £4.60 W

G4 ROYAL ENFIELD black blocks gold 3-D shadow effect. 152 x 15 £3.00 w

G5 ROYAL ENFIELD downtube script.  Plain gold, very fancy, heavy underlining. 90 x 25 £2.40 W

G6 ROYAL ENFIELD rear mudguard.  Curved "Royal" with Enfield underneath.  Gold with black edge. 45 x 27 £2.60 W

G7 ROYAL ENFIELD chainguard.  Royal Enfield in blocks with a long dash to left and right.  Gold with black edge. 130 x 9 £2.60 W

H1 RUDGE gold blocks 89 x 30 £2.60 w

H2 RUDGE WHITWORTH gold blocks on a black ground 108 x 13 £2.20 w

H3 RUDGE WHITWORTH  ''Red Hand '', Coventry. For head/seat 40mm dia £4.20 w

H5 RUDGE plain gold underlined 90 x 31 £3.00 w

H6 RUDGE SPORTS D/T transfer. Coloured block, black edge, black inner detail. White/black, gold/black or 

red/black

138 x 15 £2.90 w

H7 RUDGE.  Inverted triangle head/mudguard transfer.  Nottingham address (=Raleigh).  Multicolour.  NOTE now 

supplied as printed vinyl so's to match H10 AND vinyl conforms to ribbed mudguards better too!

54 x 37 £5.20 C

H10 RUDGE.  Tiny inverted triangle fok decals.  Nottingham address (=Raleigh).  Multicolour  PAIR 27 x 18 £4.80 C
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H8 RUDGE-WHITWORTH.  Chaincase transfer.  Royal cypehr in centre, oblongs to left and right with "Rudge 

Whitworth, Britains best bicyle" and "Cycle manufacturer, by appointment to His Majesty The King".  Plain gold 

on clear.

140 x 27 £4.20 C

H9 RUDGE-WHITWORTH.  Downtube transfer.  Royal cypehr in centre, oblongs to top and bottom "Rudge 

Whitworth, Britains best bicyle" and "Cycle manufacturer, by appointment to His Majesty The King".  Plain gold 

on clear.  Sits close to top of down-tube.

48 x 57 £4.20 C

CU2 RUSS.  E F Russ downtube transfer.  Letters swell toward the centre and then contract again.  Plain Gold. 195 x 28 £4.50 H

CU1 RUSS.  E F Russ head/seat transfer.  Circular, red, gold and black, Battersea Rise address. 39mm dia £4.80 W

AX1 SAXON double D/T with sword.  Gold/black or silver/black One only required per downtube 125 x 50 £4.50 W

AX10 SAXON head/seat transfer.  Gold crossed swords on blue/red shield with "tempered like a shield".  NB NOT 

100% accurate but "does the job"

40 x 45 £4.50 C

L2 SPECIALLY APPOINTED TO H.M. THE KING gold on black. 18 x 46 £2.20 W

FJ1 SELBACH Head/seat transfer.  Large "S" with address and "Special Model" at top right. Multicolour.  NOTE 

Selbach operated from at LEAST 4 addresses!  All transfers were basically the same, but please specify :- 312 

Kennington Rd, 316 Kennington Rd, 7 Parliament Place or 19 Gillingham Rd.  If none is specified I will ship 312.  

There are good articles on the web that may help with dating/address suitability.

41 x 50 £6.50 C

FJ2 SELBACH downtube transfer (also used tandem drainpipes).  Large script signature in white with red edge, or 

gold with black edge.  STATE

£5.50 C

DM1 STAN PIKE downtube decal in block capitals.  White with red edge, or white with black edge.  238 x 24 £3.00 C

DM2 STAN PIKE downtube.  "Sausage" version !  White sausage with red edge and blue "Stan Pike" inside. 215 x 35 £4.00 C

DM10 STAN PIKE head/seat decal. Oblong with curved ends and "SP" "Crewkerne Somerset" in blue 60 x 40 £4.50 C

DM11 STAN PIKE fork decals.  Smaller version of DM10. 33 x 23 £2.50 C

J7 SUN "Sun Wasp" D/T in black/gold script (NB no little wasp in the middle!) 172 x 38 £3.80 w

J4 SUN black/gold script 89 x 44 £3.20 w

J2 SUN gold blocks, black edge 51 x 22 £2.40 w

J1 SUN head/seat transfer 67 x 45 £6.80 w

J5 SUN lightweight seat transfer.  As fitted to Manx TT, Manxman, Wasp etc.  Multicolour 56 x 44 £6.00 w

J8 SUN MANX TT down tube transfer.  Block letters in gold with brown shading and black outline. 215 x 29 £4.90 H

J9 SUN MANXMAN.  Style as J8.  Used 1937 - 1947. 218 x 29 £4.90 H

J6 SUN plain gold, fancy blocks 88 x 32 £2.50 w

J3 SUN plain gold, fancy blocks, as fitted to tandem drainpipes 127 x 51 £2.90 w

J11 SUN top-tube model names.  Gold script, approx 8mm high.  "Champion du Monde", "Maillot Jaune", "Crespera", 

"Aristo International", "Olympic Special Wasp", "Coronation Special".  Priced per PAIR.

8mm high £4.00 H

J12 SUN.  Sun Wasp downtube/tandem drainpipe.  Gold blocks, red edge, picture of wasp between the two words 147 x 40 £7.00 W

J13 SUN.  Gold diamond shaped for head or mudguard.  "Sun Cycles and fittings co ltd, Birmingham" 58 x 35 £3.80 W

J14 SUN MANXMAN.  d/t in gold with red drop-shadow and shading.  Used after 1947 159 x 32 £4.20 C

N
EW

S!
SUNBEAM.  These have given me grief for years!  I have been working on artwork for the last three years, 

hoping to get a consolidated print organised.  I've decided that it's better to offer a good range and print them in 

small batches in house.  The range is quite large as a result.  Please do NOT ask for guidance.  I have absolutely 

no idea!  If it's not here I don't have it.

M4 SUNBEAM - GOLDEN SUNBEAM - gold headtube transfer.  Sunburst, crown and "the golden sunbeam". 56 x 31 £4.20 H

M5 SUNBEAM - ROYAL SUNBEAM - gold headtube transfer.  Sunburst, crown and "ROYAL SUNBEAM". 52 x 31 £4.20 H

M6 SUNBEAM - SPECIAL SUNBEAM - gold headtube transfer.  Sunburst, crown and "SPECIAL SUNBEAM". 52 x 31 £4.20 H

M7 SUNBEAM gold headtube transfer.  Sunburst, crown and "SUNBEAM". 48 x 31 £3.60 H

M8 SUNBEAM  gold headtube transfer.  Sunburst and crown. 41 x 30 £3.60 H

M9 SUNBEAM  head tube detail.  Gold lettering stating "Makers John Marston Ltd. Wolverhampton" 40 x 14 £2.20 H

M10 SUNBEAM  "SUNBEAM CONTROL" gold half-circle used on the bottom half of the Sunbeam top tube gear 

control housing

33 x 18 £2.20 H
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M11 SUNBEAM gold script downtube.  Smaller and more delicate that M1 54 x 14 £2.20 H

M12 SUNBEAM gold script downtube for "THE GOLDEN SUNBEAM" 76 x 15 £3.50 H

M13 SUNBEAM gold script downtube for "ROYAL SUNBEAM" 86 x 24 £3.50 H

M14 SUNBEAM gold script downtube for "SPECIAL SUNBEAM" 75 x 17 £3.50 H

M20 SUNBEAM seat tube.  Vertical Sunbeam with starburst at top.  Fairly sure from BSA period 133 x 48 £5.20 C

M21 SUNBEAM chaincase decal.  Sunburst with "SUNBEAM" to the right.  Wording states "THE LITTLE OIL BATH 

CHAINCASE"  Please note that because of the potential need to conform over pressings in the chaincase these 

are printed onto thin vinyl.  Waterslides would not be suitable for use in the situation as their conformability is 

very poor.

165 x 57 £6.50 C

M22 SUNBEAM chaincase decal.  Sunburst with "SUNBEAM" to the right.  Wording states "FREEWHEEL LITTLE OIL 

BATH " and detail of the variable gear.  This was used on the two speed bracket gear machines.  Please note 

that because of the potential need to conform over pressings in the chaincase these are printed onto thin vinyl.  

Waterslides would not be suitable for use in the situation as their conformability is very poor.

165 x 57 £6.50 C

M2 SUNBEAM gold roundel 25mm dia £2.40 W

M1 SUNBEAM gold script 76 x 19 £2.20 W

M3 SUNBEAM gold sun with SUN-BEAM either side 56 x 25 £2.40 W

FR10 ROY THAME head/seat crest.  "art deco" style, WF Holdsworth, Putney address at bottom.  Red/black/white. 84 x 40 £5.50 C

FR1 ROY THAME downtube in block capitals.  White/red edge, or white/black edge.  CHOOSE! 227 x 21 £3.50 C

FR2 ROY THAME seat tube in block capitals.  White/red edge, or white/black edge.  CHOOSE! 189 x 28 £3.20 C

AT2 THANET "Silverlight" head transfer.  Gold star plus "Silverlight" banner 52 x 55 £5.20 W

AT1 THANET red/white/black downtube transfer 200 x 28 £2.80 W

AT3 THANET SILVERTHAN head transfer.  Very similar to silverlight head transfer, but with correct Silverthan 

wording.

50 x 56 £6.50 H

DL10 TONY OLIVER oval head/seat transfer.  Green Anglesey map on white/gold oval. 34 x 45 £4.50 C

AD2 TRIUMPH down tube with trumpet 114 x 25 £4.50

AD1 TRIUMPH head transfer.  Shield type 38 x 32 £5.20

AD3 TRIUMPH down tube block caps in gold with little inward pointing triangle at each end 117 x 13 £3.20 C

AD4 TRIUMPH down tube in gold script 106 x 36 £3.20 C

AD5 TRIUMPH seat tube.  Block caps arranged vertically with "filligree" work around outside.  All in gold. 230 x 20 £3.80 C

AD6 TRIUMPH head/seat crest.  Shield, Triumph over and crown at top.  Plain gold on clear. 40 x 58 £3.50 C

N
EW

S!
TRIUMPH  A recent cache of 1950/60's transfers enables us to offer the following.  All are varnish fix so will need 

careful handling.  Downtube transfers for the models listed are not shown as they are too big and space-hungry.  

Although we have "good" stock of these it is not inexhaustable!

AD20 TRIUMPH head transfer.  Shield type similar to AD6, but multicolour 46 x 32 £5.80 V

AD21 TRIUMPH down tube in script.  Similar to AD4, but in gold with black edge. 149 x 29 £3.00 V

AD22 TRIUMPH seat tube transfers. Vertically stacked blocks in gold with black edge. 127 x 15 £3.00 V

AD23 TRIUMPH seat tube transfer. Vertically stacked blocks in gold with black edge on white panel with pointed ends 

and gold outline to panel.

265 x 33 £3.50 V

AD24 TRIUMPH  "TRITOR QUALITY TUBING"  transfer for seat tube.  Small shield, nice period touch 27 x 23 £2.40 V

AD25 TRIUMPH "IMPERIAL"  Transfer set.  Large seat tube and pair of downtubes with swags and flags.  Very fancy.  

Model specific.

Set! £16.00 V

AD26 TRIUMPH  "TORRINGTON" transfer set for this 1950/60's model.  Pair of "Torrington" downtube transfers 

together with single AD22 seat tube transfer

Set! £14.00 V

AD27 TRIUMPH  "TOUR OF BRITAIN" transfer set for this 1950/60's model.  Pair of "Tour of Britain" downtube 

transfers with cyclist at centre, together with single AD22 seat tube transfer

Set! £14.00 V
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AD28 TRIUMPH  "KENILWORTH" transfer set for this 1950/60's model.  Pair of "KENILWORTH" downtube transfers 

together with single AD22 seat tube transfer

Set! £14.00 V

AD29 TRIUMPH  "MAID OF CLUBS" transfer set for this 1950/60's model.  Pair of very fancy "MAID OF CLUBS" 

downtube transfers together with single AD22 seat tube transfer.  Note that this was a ladies model.  The 

matching gents "Jack of Clubs" we can't supply!

Set! £14.00 V

AD30 TRIUMPH embelishments.  Very fancy  fork-leg pair with crown, sword etc, and very fancy seat tube top (?) with 

matching sword but with flying pennants over the top.  Typically whimsical 1950's stuff!

Set! £7.00 V

BC6 VIKING "1st Tour of Britain" seat tube transfer.  Map of Britain, large "1st" etc.  Multicolour 47 x 36 £5.20 H

BC7 VIKING "5 Firsts" seat tube transfer.  Large "5" etc.  Multicolour 53 x 41 £5.20 H

BC11 VIKING "Conquest" T/T transfer  in script.  Original, priced per PAIR 43 x 7 £3.50 D

BC14 VIKING "Ian Steel" T/T transfer.  Script with black edge, fill of either white red or gold.  State which required !  

Price per PAIR.

55 x 14 £4.90 W

BC15 VIKING "Mileater" T/T transfer.  Script with black edge, fill of either white, red or gold.  State which required !  

Price per PAIR.

55 x 14 £4.90 W

BC12 VIKING "PRESTO" T/T transfer in block.  Original, priced per PAIR 65 x 12 £3.50 D

BC13 VIKING "Severn Valley" T/T transfer in script (later type).  Black/gold.  Original, priced per PAIR £3.90 P

BC16 VIKING "Severn Valley" T/T transfer.  Script (earlier type) with black edge, fill of either white, red or gold.  State 

which required !  Price per PAIR.

65 x 14 £4.90 W

BC18 VIKING "SEVERN VALLEY" T/T transfer.  Block capital version (Later) with black edge, fill of either white red or 

gold.  State which required !  Price per PAIR.

75 x 14 £4.90 W

BC17 VIKING "Tour of Britain" T/T transfer.  Fine script with black edge, fill of either white red or gold.  State which 

required !  Price per PAIR.

75 x 14 £4.90 W

BC3 VIKING head/seat.  Multicolour viking ship. 45 x 30 Gone!

BC2 VIKING head/seat.  Stylised black viking head on white. 55 x 34 £4.20 C

BC5 VIKING original D/T transfer.  Each letter in black in a white hexagon. £2.50 D

BC1 VIKING Script downtube.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 100 x 28 £2.80 W

VISCOUNT - see Aerospace at top of list

DK1 VITUS.  Super Vitus 971 tubing sticker.  Red/white/gold/black.  For top of seat tube 31 x 22 £3.00 C

FF1 VITUS Downtube decal.  Double sided (only one required) Vitus typeface with arrows at centre and coloured 

bands to ends.

235 x 72 £9.40 C

FF2 Vitus seat tube decal.  Vertical Vitus typeface in white, black and gold 185 x 31 £4.40 C

FF3 VITUS Head decal.  Oblong with central "V".  Black and white. 66 x 45 £2.80 C

DU1 WESTER ROSS Heaadtube decal.  White oval, black edge, eagle and address. 51 x 39 £5.50 C

DU2 WESTER ROSS downtube decal.  Correct type face in upper and lower case blocks.  Gold OR Black print onto 

clear.  STATE

195 x 25 £3.50 C

DU3 WESTER ROSS downtube decal.  Correct type face in upper and lower case blocks.  White vinyl cut. 195 x 25 £3.50 L

GB1 WHITAKER AND MAPPLEBECK (Bradford)  Head/seat decal.  Multicolour crest. 45 x 58 £6.50 C

GB2 WHITAKER AND MAPPLEBECK (Bradford)  downtube decal.  Multicolour oblong with pointed ends. 210 x 23 £4.80 C

FC1 WITCOMB head decal.  Multicolour with big W in middle and laurel leaf around edge.  "Lightweight Specialists" 

at top and "London England" at bottom.  Earlier version than FC2

£5.80 C

FC2 WITCOMB head decal.  Multicolour with big W in middle and laurel leaf around edge.  "London" at top and 

"England" at bottom.  Later version than FC1

£5.80 C

FC3 WITCOMB downtube decal.  Unique Witcomb typeface.  Supplied as original ex-factory stock or repro vinyl when 

originals are all gone!  Plain black or plain white STATE!

230 x 23 £3.00 D/C
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FC4 WITCOMB downtube decal.  Unique Witcomb typeface.  White with black edge only. 232 x 25 £3.20 C

DU4 WESTER ROSS seatube decal.  Interlocking "WR" in correct type face in upper case blocks.  Gold OR Black 

print onto clear.  STATE

28 x 38 £2.50 C

DU5 WESTER ROSS seatube decal.  Interlocking "WR" in correct type face in upper case blocks.  White vinyl cut. 28 x 38 £2.50 L

CL2 WILLIAMSON (North London) downtube transfer.  Gold script with black edge. 130 x 20 £4.40 C

CL1 WILLIAMSON (North London) head/seat transfer.  Gold "W" with addresses above and below.  Gold/black 42 x 40 £4.90 C

BG1 YORKSHIRE ROAD CLUB transfer.  Garter and shield.  red, white and black 42 x 33 £2.50 V

PLEASE look very carefully through the lists, not everything is illustrated

SPECIALS

BSA new metal head badge.  This is the later, pressed metal style with multicolour printing.  Horizontal rivet 

holes.  Previously out of stock but I have managed to source some more!

£15.00

CARPENTER new metal H/B.  Overall height 77mm.  Hole c-c 70mm £18.00

DON LOUIS (Herne Hill) Set of 2 x head/seat plus 2 x script d/t £16.00 V

FREDDIE GRUBB new metal head badge.  Crossed-flags type. (Introduced in 1963)  Rivet hole c-c 57.5mm £20.00

Geoff Butler set.  Early block style of two d/t and two vert seat.  LIMITED STOCK gone! V

HILL SPECIAL vertical seat tube transfer.  Red/black or white/black blocks PER PAIR £8.00

K RYALL  set comprising circular head and two D/T in script.  Vertical seat transfer available by discussion Gone!

MILREMO rim transfers "Super Club".  Oblong shape.  PAIR £3.80

Paris headbadge.  "Eiffel Tower" type.  New metal headbadge. Gone!

Paris headbadge.  "Man on Bike" type.  New metal headbadge. £20.00

PEARSON set comprising 2 x d/t, 2 x vert seat-tube and 1 x small vert headtube transfer.  All in plain blocks, 

black or white.

£11.00 V

PEGASUS set comprising two head/seat and two D/T £10.00

PERRY (Harry Perry) set.  White block transfer set comprising 2 x d/t, 2 x vert seat tube and 1 x small ver head 

tube

£12.00 V

R E W REYNOLDS D/T only.  PAIR gone!

RALEIGH metal headbadge.  3-rivet type.  New.  Suitable late 50's to mid 60's.  Note these came direct from 

Raleigh and had no protective packing in the factory.  Whilst NOS they have some light scratching from being 

stored altogether in a bag.  I'd give 8.5/10 condition as a result.

£6.00

RALEIGH metal headbadge.  Later cast metal type.  2 built in "rivets" on rear.  25mm hole centres. £6.50

RENSCH headbadge. Metal.  New Sold Out

ROBINSON set comprising two head/seat and two D/T Gone!

SIXAR (Upminster) set comprising 1 x big double down-tube and 2 x head/seat olympic colour bands with addres 

and logo

£14.00 D

SOENS (Eddie) Set of two D/T and two head/seat £14.00 W

SPEEDY ( !!! ).  If you've got an unknown old frame then this is the set for you !  Quite elaborate set of 2 x d/t 

plus seat and head transfers

£10.00 V

VELOSPORT various - phone for details

VIKING new metal headbadge, curved-sail type (45mm rivet-hole centres) used 1960-on on better quality 

machines

£18.00

VIKING new metal headbadge, oval shape. (59mm rivet-hole centres) used throughout Viking's production on 

less well-specced machines.

£16.00

VIKING sticky headbadge with curved sail £6.00

EXTRA SPECIALS AND ONE-OFFS

ALLIN (Stan Butler).  Assorted "odds" for sale.  Please call for details

CONDOR.  Assorted "odds" for sale.  Please call for details

101 PHOENIX cycle tube transfer.  A rare, but good, frame tube-set used by Lambert.  Black/green/silver.  5 only, 

very rare

40 x 30 £3.00 S

EVANS.  Assorted "odds" for sale including modern head/set transfers.  Please call for details

EXTRA EXTRA SPECIALS

The following Reynolds items are again from a very small job-lot.  Most are originals, not copies, and unlikely to 

be repeated.  Others are repros in various application methods.  We occassionally have other Reynolds decals 

available, so please phone/email to ask about availability
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531 "BUTTED FRAME TUBING".  These are from around the early sixties.  8 only.  Each £4.00 V

531 "PLAIN GAUGE TUBES, FORKS & STAYS".  Again, early sixties.  8 only.  Each £4.00 D

531 As above, but larger 1950's version.  11 only £4.00 V

531 Fork transfers, for 1950's/60's frames (No Reynolds Address)  9 pairs only.  PAIR £3.50 D

531 "DOUBLE BUTTED F,T, &S".  "TI" version. = 1970 and later.  12 only.  Each £4.00 D

531 "TUBING" transfer.  Basic tubing spec transfer, pre 1965.  Original dryfix.   12 only.  Each £4.00 D

531 "Frame Tubing" transfer.  Basic tubing spec transfer for 1977 - mid-80's.  Original dryfix.  18 only.  Each £4.00 D

501 "CROMALLOY - M" tube and fork set of 3.  15 sets only.  per set. £8.00 S

500 "MAGNUM" frame transfer.  10 only.  Each £3.00 S

REYNOLDS "SMS" tubing.  I've only ever heard of this stuff, never seen it.  The transfers are the equivalent of 

rocking horse manure.  Buy them !  Set of frame and two fork transfers.  3 sets only.  Per set.

£8.00 D
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